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THE .GEOLOGY OF. THE TENNANT CREEK ·GOLD 

A~m;COPPER FIELD. 

Progress Report on the work of the 1958 

field season. 

SUMlVIARY 

The aim of the 1958 work at Tennant Creek was to 
supplement previous surveys by re-mapping part of the field in 
greater detail than had previously been possible. 

The rock types mapped during this programme comprised 
sediments of the Warramunga Group, quartz-felspar porphyries, 
quartz-mz.gnetite and quartz-hematite lodes, jasper lenses, quartz 
reefs, lamprophyre dykes, the Rising Sun Conglomerate and Recent 
superficial deposits. 

The origin of the gold and sulphide orebodies of this 
field are discussed in the light of the latest &ailable data, and 
an attempt is made to assess the significance of recent geochemical 
and geophysical work in the area. 
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INTRODUCTION 

'The aim of the 1958 work at Tennant Creek was to 
supplement previous surveys by re-mapping part of the field at a 
scale of 1 inch - 1,000 feet. Air photos of this scale, made 
available by Peko Mines N.L., were used as the basis for this 
work. An area of about 11,5 square miles was covered, lying between 
grid lines 2,527,000 and 2,544,000 north and between 185,000 and 
213,000 east on the Tennant Creek One-Mile map. Further work is 
to be carried out on the Field in 1959, and this account should 
therfore be regarded as a progress report only. 

In order to avoid unnecessary duplication, frequent 
reference is made in this report to previous investigations, and 
only those aspects of our work are discussed in detail in which 
the present conclusions differ from those of previous workers. 

Previous Work 

,The most important previous investigation of the field 
was by Iva~ac (1954), who also summarises the results of other 
geological work in this area prior to 1952. 

In 1957, the Bureau of Mineral Resources produced a set 
of maps on a scale of one mile to the inch, showing total magnetic 
intensity as measured by an air-borne magnetometer. In the same 
year, a geochemical party from the Bureau carried out extensive 
outcrop sampling on the field to determine the relation of trace 
copper in soil and surface rock exposures to the presence of 
economic concentrations of copper at depth (McMillan a!ld Debnam, 
1957). ' 

Other reports on the field which will be referred to in 
this discussion are as follows: 

C.S.I.R.O. Mineragraphic Reports No. 524, 571, 592, 618, 
626, 653, 655 and 724 deal mostly with the mineral assemblages 
of specimens and drill cores from various mines, especially Pekoe 

Edwards (1955) gives a very full account of the Peko ore 
body, with special emphasis on its mineral composition. 

Daly (1957) summarises the results of magnetic 
prospecting by the A.G.G.S.N.A. in this area during 1935 - 1937, 
and discusses the results of this work in the light of subsequl=?nt 
developments. 

Finally, an editorial contribution in the Chemical 
Engineering and Mining Review (1958) summarises recent developments 
at the Peko Mine. 

History of Mining and Production 

The early history of the field, up to 1952, is fully 
discussed by Ivanac (1954), and will not be recapitulated here. 

,However, a number of important developments have taken 
place sinc~ then. In 1954, Peko began the regular production of 
copper concentrate and became the most important mine on the field 
in terms of tonnage mined and value of minerals produced. During 
the following years, a number of prospects on the field were 
tested by various companies, but although several encouraging 
results are reported to have been obtained, only one of these 
prospects appears likely to be developed in the immediate future. 
This is the Orlando - One-Oh-One area, where exploratory drilling 
by Peko Mines has resulted in a number of rich gold intersections 
which it is proposed to develop by rrGans of an exploratory shaft 
and associated underground workings (Chem. Eng. & Mining Review, 
1958) . 
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At the end of the current survey (October 1958), only 
two established mines were ift production on the field. For the 
twelve months ending 30/6/58, Peko Minos N.L. mined 110,000 
tons of ore, containign 7,500 tons of copper and 13,000 ozs. 
of gold. ' For the same period, Australian Development N.L. 
(Noble's Nob) mined 32,000 tons of ore, containing 51,000 ozs. 
of gold. The Eldorado Mine ceased production in July 1958, and 
is now on a maintainance basis. 

In addition to these mines, a number of prospect urs and 
syndicates were active in the area. Most of these were depending 
on the Government Battery (re-opened October 1958), for crushing 
their ore, and many haJ broken up to several hundred tons of ore 
in anticipation of this re-opening. 

In October 1958, the following mines and prospects were 
being worked on a small scale by such prospectors and syndicates, 
many of them on a part-time basis: 

Ace High. 
Burnt Shirt. 
Caroline. 
Great Northern. 
Joker. 
Kathleen. 
Lone Star. 
Maple Leaf. 
Pinnacles. 
Pup., 
Shamrock. 
SusUD .. 
Trump. 
Wheal Doria. 

The total recorded production of the field to June 30, 
1958, amounts to about 625,000 ozs. of gold and 19,000 tons of 
copper, of which about sixty per cent of the gold and practically 
all the copper have been won since 1952. 

The following table lists all the mines on the field 
with a recorded production of more than 1,000 ozs. of gold: 

Black Angel & White Devil 
Black Cat 
Blue Moon 
Burnt Shirt 
Edna Beryl 
Eldol~.ado 
Enter-prise 
Golden Chance 
Hammerjack 
Lone Star 
Mount Samuel 
Noble's Nob 
Nortriern star 
Patti"es 
Peko ' 
Re'(l'"T err 0 r 
RiSing Sun 
Skipper Extended 
Wheal Doria 
Whippet 

Tons ore. 

6,400 
2,200 
3~500 
2,600 
2,600 

144,000 
10,000 

400 
5,900 
7,500 
2,600 

185,000 
29,000 

1,650 
232,000 

600 
10,300 
2,100 
2,600 

16,000 

Ozs', gold. 

3,020 
1,020 

12,200 
2,340 
4.240 

104,680 
6,600 
1,260 
5,520 
3,850 
4,000 

382,700 
9,660 
1,530 

35,520 
1,310 
8,000 
4,250 
2,890 

17,960 

Tons 
copper. 

18,920 
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Tho~e underlined arc situated in the Area examined 
in 1958. 

Physiography 

Physiographically , the area consists of groups of 
flat-toprcd ridEGs , generally with an 8c.st-south-casterly trend, 
so)arated by low-lying areas UP to two or t hr ee mi l es a cro ss . The 
maximum relicf is of the order of 300 fee t, t he highest point beinc 
Mount Snmuel, 1,429 feet ~bove sea level . These ridges are 
cssertially r~rr~ant8 of an old land surface , characterised by a 
zone of iron ~nrichm€nt , up to 15 feet thick, underlain by a 
considerably thicker leached zone . However, no true laterite i~ 
resent . The characteristic steep- sided profi l es of the ridges 

arc due to the undercutting of this iron enriched zone during the 
current cycle of erosion . 

The re:ilnant B of this old land surface now commonly 'lore 
at angles of one to two degrees . Thi3 can be accounted for either 
on the assumption of an old penepl ain , locally upwarped or block
faulted 8.nd tilted in geologically r\;.;cent t imes , or on the 
assumption of an ori ginally undulating surfac e with a relief of at 
least 300 feet, followed by a change in climatic conditions 
re:8ulting in pedtmentation cutting into the slopes of the former 
hill s . 

Typical scenery at Tennant Creek, showing sloping 
reOOlants of old land surface . Vicinity of Red Terror Mine . 

The resultant pediments now occupy areas up to several 
square miles on the flanks of some of these ridges and in the 
headwater areas of major creeks rising within the range s . The 
extensive gently undulating ar eas on the north flank of the 
Honeymo on Ranges in the vicinity of 940425, (2,542,500 north, 
194,000 eaot), ere oxccllent examples . The present creeks are 
incised into these pediments to a depth of several feet. 

The low-lying areas between the ridges are now large ly 
occupied by "bull-dust", which is essentially wind-borne material 
of silt- particle size . The maximum t hickness of this ma t erial 
seen to date is of the order of six feet, but may of course be 
appreciably more t han this in places . 

7 
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There are also more restricted areas of true alluvium 
and poorly sorted creek gravels. At least five feet of locally 
strongly ce~ented gravel occur in the vicinity of 955420, and other 
examples are known from the Mount Rugged area, from the vicinity 
of the Arizo:na Mine, and from other localities. The IJresent creeks 
a,re generally incised into these deposits to a depth of several feet. 

The depth of oxidation is known only from mine working s 
and from diamond drill holes. In general, the sediments and 
ironstones appear to be substantially fresh at depth s of 150 to 
200 feet, bdt the oxidation of sulphide bodies and of breccia zone s 
often extends to depths of 300 to 350 feet. At Peko, Edwards 
(1955) believes that the or:cinal zone of secondary enrichment in 
the copper )rebody was formed with the water table standing at 
about 210 feet below the present surface. This zone was 
subsequently exposed to oxidation by a drop in water t able to 260 
feet below the present surface, but the water table now stands at 
170 feet below the surface. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY 

The major rock units occurring in the gold field have 
been described by previous workers, notably Ivanac. The following 
table is adapted from Ivanac (page 19) with minor modifications: 

Tertiary to ' 
Recent. 

Lower middle 
Cambrian. 

? Lower Cambrian. 

? Proterozoic. 

Alluvium, creek gravels and "bull-dust". 

Gum Ridge 
Formation. 

Helen Springs 
Volcanics. 

Rising Sun 
Conglomerate. 

Calcareous sandstone, 
shale and chert. 

Lavas and pyroclastic 
rocks. 

Conglomerate, sandst one 
and quart zit e •. 

Igneous activity and mineralisation. Granite, porphyry, 
quartz-hematite lodes, 
quartz veins, gold and 
sulphide ore bodies. 

? Proterozoic. 

? 

? Lower 
Proterozoic. 

Warramunga Group 

Ashburton 
Sandstone. 
? 

Warramunga 
Group. 

? 

Sandstone, conglomerate 
and quartzite. 
? ? 

Greywackes, siltstones 
and shales, minor 
grits & pebble beds. 

The basement over most of the gold field consists of 
sediments of the Warrarnunga Group, comprising greywackes, siltstones 
and shales with subordinate pebble beds. The thickness of 
individual beds r arely exceeds 15 or 20 feet and grading bedding iE: 
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very commonly developed . Slump structures on a small scale are ! ?? 
'11so very wide- spread :-'..nd include mud- pellets, bc;,lled structures 'lnd 
sole markings . Probably the ~ebble beds are also the products of 
slumping on n. lc~rger sc2.10 . 

Minor slump ~nd graded bedding in coarse-grained 
sandstone of Warramunga Group . Noble ' s Nob ar~a. 

All these fec.tures can be ~ccounted for on the 'lssur~ptiOll 
that most of the deposition of these sediments took place in 
moderately deep water and that at least some of the detrital 
J~~,terial was carried into its present position by t urbidity 
curronts . There are a few occurrences of cross-bedding , indicatine
that the depth of water was not too great to show the effects of 
occasional current action, but it is suggested that all rrevious 
reports of ripple T.LarY"s in these sediments should be discounted . 
These so - oalled ripple marks are believed to be in part load cast 
and sale markings nnd in part structures resulting from the 
intersection of bedding and cleavage at low angles . 

? Ripple marks in Warramunga sediments, half a 
mile north- east of Red Terror Mine. 

9 
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The most wide-spread rocks of the normal Warramunga 
succession comprise a complete range from greywackes through 
siltstones to shales, but in the field it is only possible to 
distinguish two main groups, ·based on joint and cleavage patterns; 
All the gr.eywackes and some of the cearser sandy siltstones hav2 
developed joint patterns composed of two or more sets of j Oints, 
generally developed symr:'le trically to the bedding plane s [,nd varyi:ng 
ln attitude from bed to bed. The shales and most of the siltstones? 
on the other hand? have developed fract·J.re cleavage, the trend ()f 

which is alr.J.ost entirely controlled by regional factors and 
therefore remains alTIost constant over large areas. 

Very few fresh .pecimens are available for the stu.dy of 
the mineral composition of these rocks, and nost of these C01EC fron 
mines, where the rocks are lil(ely to h2~ve been affected by 
metamorphic or cetasomatic processes, due to the proximity of 
ironstone bodies and gold and sulphide orebodies. However, two 
specimens froH the 300-foot level of the Eldorado Mine indicated 
that quartz and fragments of pre-existing shale are the dominc:~nt 
constituents of the coarser-grained types, while sericitic and 
chloritic aggregates make up the bulk of the finer-grained ones. 
Grains of serici tised felspar are probably present in minor arwunts, 
but are difficult to identify with certainty. Both rocks carry 
relatively abundant magnetite, frequently as euhedral crystals, 
indicating epigenetic origin or at least r6crystallisation after 
the consolidation of the rock. ThiS, however, may be a local 
effect, as pointed out above. 

Ivanac (p. 20) suggests that a shale facies in the 
central p01:'tion of the goldfield grades into a sandy facies near 
the Y::argins, but in the Dore linited area so far mapped during the 
current investigation, no changcs in facies have been obs erved. 

A very distinctive horizon of thin-bedded hematite-rich 
shales, often with minutely crenulated bedding planes and a 
peculiar blocky type of outcrop, occurs in the Mount Samuel -
Eldorado area, in the vicinity of the Burnt Shirt and Lone Star 
rnnes and at a number of other localities, including, probably, 
the immediate vicinity of the Northern Star Mine. The thickness 
of this shale bed varies from a few inches to about 20 feet. To 
the west of the Eldorado Mine, two bands of hematite shale appear 
to be present, separated by up to 20 feet of "normal" Gcndsto:tl.c 
and shale, and to the east of the Burnt Shirt two horizons of this 
hematite shale have been mapped about 250 feet apart. In the 
Mount Samuel - Eldorr··.do area, this horizon has been traced vd th 
only minor .interruptions for a distance of more than three miles 
along the strike, and in the vicinity of the Burnt Shirt Mine for 
at least tvvo miles. The deposition of these hematite shales is 
believed to m~rk a temporary decrease in the supply of detrital 
matter and to be probably due, at least in part, to the 
preCipitation of iron by chemical or possibly bacterial action. 
It is probable, however, that the present hematite contents of 
these rocks represents an alteration product of J:i8.gneti te, which 
itself may be a product of metrul0rphism, derived from hydrated 
iron oxides or primary hematite. The correlation of the various 
occurrences of this heuatite shale is only tentative at this stage . 

. There are also a number of isola ted occurrence s of thin
banded shales, :'lgain rometim(;s with crcnulated bedding planes, 
which lack the high hcmati te contents of typical meElbers of this 
group, alth:01..gh they are comparable in all other respects. Such 
rocks are espec:::"ally prominent near the eastern 8xtreP.lity of the 
Burnt Shirt line of outcrops, and they are tentat:Lvely regarded 
as the leached equivalents of the hematite shales. 

The pebble beds in the Warramunga Group have so far been 

({J 
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recorded from only three locali tics. Between 870420 and 88(.;420, 
a bed with a maximum thickness of some 50 feet has been traced 
along the strike for more than 2,000 feet. This bed, thickest 
at the western end and gradually tapering to the east, consists 
largely of boulders and a ngular fragIlents up to' two f c,e t in diamet tn-' 
in a matrix of sandy siltstone or shale. Most of these boulders 
are similar in composition to the typical greyw8,ckes, siltstones 
and shales of the Warrarnunga Group, suggesting that they were 
derived by pene-contemporaneous erosi on from lower parts of the 
succession; but a few of them appear to be cut by quartz veins, 
which is difficult to f!xplain on this hypothesis. 

At 115345, a 50-foot s ection of otherwise norIne'll 
~ well-bedded siltstones and fine-grained greywackes contains 

sporadic pebbles, up to three inches in diameter, of s~ ightly 
indurated greywacke and shale. Where two such pebbles have be en 
brought into contact by the compaction of the m2.trix norma l to the 
bedding planes, they show flattening at the int erface, indicating 
that they were still plastic at the time of deposition. A similar 
ocourrence, containing a slightly higher proportion of pebbles, 
aloo occurs at 105295. These occurrences are therefore consistent 
with a picture of extensive transport of material by turbidity 
current s, the original derivation of the rna.terial being by 
slumping or by intermittent erosion, e.g. by seasonal flood 
condi tions. 

Rocks exceptionally rich in chlorite, s ericite a nd 
sometimes talc have been recorded from several localities, 
including the 980-foot level at the Peko Mine, the Shamrock Mine, 
and the contact zone of the large porphyry mass about half a mile 
south of the Pinnacles Mine. Some of these rocks contain 
disseminated euhedrf.l.l magnetite cryste.ls and many of them show 
sufficiently strong parallelism of the constituent minerals to 
warrant the names of chlorite schist, talc schist, etc. All the 
occurrences seen to date appear to be derived from shales of the 
normal Warr~unga type by recrystallisation under strong shearing 
stresses, possibly in association with hydrothermal activity 
accompanying the eMplacement of the porphyries and ironstones or 
the gold and sulphide ore bodies. 

At Mount S8.muel, Eldorado, Noble's Nob, Red Terror and 
in the vicinity of the Gibbet Mine, a number of beds in the 
Warramunga Group contain concentrations of ovoid bodies v\Thich \V'ere 
at one st8:ge thought to be of organic origin. ThE! oc(;u ... ':'renccs in 
the Mount 'Samuel - Eldorado area appear to be restricted to tvlO 
or possibly three beds, situated only ~bout 20 feet stratigraphi
cally below the hematite shale, but at Noble's Nob and Red Terror 
the relation is Ie ss close. At the Gibbet Mine, this "fossj I" 
horizon is not associated with any hematite shale, and there are 
also numerous occurrences of hem8.tite shale which are not associat ed 
wit h any " f 0 s s i 1" bed s . 

At all these localities, these bodies appear to lie on 
the fine'-grained upper layers of greywacke beds. The individual 
bodies are ovoid dome-shaped forms, having an apical deprossion 
which is probably the outlet of some duct or pipe. The ovoids 
are mostly one (;0 two inches long, but range up to four inche s 
~nd down to a quarter of an inch. Their width is usually about 
two thirds of their length, but this ratio varies consid2rably, 
depending apparently on the amount of deformation undergone by 
the rock, as the elongation is always parallel to the trend of 
near-by fold axes. The height of the bodies is generally about 
on~ qucrt0r of thair length. 

Thin sections of several of these structure s have 
shown an internal stratification parallel to the domed upper 

It 
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surface . A central pipe, leading to the apical depression, ~s 
composed of relatively coarse grains, while the average size of th~ 
particles in the stratified portion of the ~void decreases from 
the centre outward . The stratification appears to continue into 
the surrounding rock, suggesting an origin similur to "sand 
volcanoes", but their distribution in well- defined horizons 
requires e: rlanation • 

"Fossils" from 100 yards south of Red Ned ~1ine , 
near Mount Samuel . Scale shown by match-box . 

The minor structures described as ripple marks by 
previous we" kers are now thought to be accounted for either as 
pene-contemporaneous features, such as load casts and sole marking c 9 

or as the effects of minor disturbance of the bedding planes by 
movement on closely spaced shear and cleavage planes cutting the 
bedding at low angles . The latter type of structure may be 
comparable to drag-folding on a small scale 9 except that the 
movements are localised on cleavage planes instead of being 
continuously distributed . 

I'l..--
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, APPROX. 1 FT-4 
I , 

. I 

PSEUDO RIPPLE MARKS DUE TO ACUTE 

ANGLE INTERSECTION OF CLEAVAG E AN D 

BEDDING PLANES. (DIAGRAMMATIC ). 

.-..,----- - --

The dominant structural features in the Warramunga 
sediments are felds with roughly east - west axes. Dips average 
about 60 degrees, but occasionally reach 90 degrees, and in a 
few instances by reference to the bedding - cleavage relationship 
and to graded bedding, were found to be overturned. Most of the 
folds are; roughly symmetrical, except in the Mount Samuel _. 
Eldorado :area, where a major mOl1oclinal structure in an area of 
dominantly gentle dips has produced a local steepening of dips 
to the north. 

Pitches are dominantly to the east at angles of up to 
20 degrees in the Mount Samuel - Eldorado area, and to the we~)t 
at angles of up to 30 degrees in the Honeymoon Ranges and the 
Peko - Golden Forty area. Other areas show more variable pitches, 
often with rapid reversals. 

In some areas, two periods of deformation are indicated 
by the presence of minor folds pitching down the dip of the lir;ibs 
of the m~jor folds. These often t;::,ke the form of "bruch-faltenll, 
associat~d with 'oblique shears, and can sometimes actually be 
traced into clean bre~ks along the strike of the shears. 

\ 

I 
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M:NOR FOLDS ASSOCtATED WITH OBLIQUE 

SHEARS IN WARRAI'-1UNGA SEDIMENTS 

LOCALITY 935435 

The cleavage throughout this area tends to strike about 
080.degrees and to dip about 80 degrees north. It does not 
appear to be influenced to any great extent by changes in the 
strike and pitch of the beds or the near-by fold axes. 

Shearing and faulting are very wide-spread in the 
Warramunga beds. They range from clean breaks to zones of 
brecciation and mylonitisation m.ore thnn a hundred feet wide, and 
the res'.llta'nt displacement may be anything from a fraction of an 
inch to several hundred feet. Many of them have subsequently been 
infilled or replaced by quartz reefs or quartz-hematite lodes. 

They fall into several s ets, which are uneQually 
developed in different parts of the area. . The most wide-spread 
of these selts strikes between 090 and 100 degrees a nd accounts for 
nearly half of all the shears observed. To the north-east of the 
Lone Star Mine, a major zone of disturbance (the Quartz Hill -
Rocky Range' fault system) trends about 120 degrees, and numerous 
minor sheans have developed parallel to this dir ection in this 
vicini ty. · To ' a lesser degree, this trend is also represented 
in the Honeymoon Ranges and in the vicinity of the Eldorado Mine. 
Shears str:iJking east-north-eaeterly (average 060 to 070 degrees) 
form a subordina te but significant set in the HO:r .. 2ymoon Ranges, 
around the ,Government Battery, and in the Caroline, Gibbet and 
Peko - Golden Forty areas. In addition, mary areas show 
subordinate sets striking north-north-east (average 020 to 030 
degrees) and north-north-west (320 to 340 degrees). These also 
reach a maximum in the Red Terror and Peko - Golden Forty areas. 

Ashburton Sandstone 

.The Ashburton Sandstone does not occur within the area 
m.apped in detail in 1958. Reconnaissance triDs to the area 
north and north-east of the Last Hope Mine tended to confirm 
Ivanac's suggestion that the Warramunga sediments in this area 
pass conformably up into the Ashburton Sandstone. There is 
undoubtedly a steady increase in the proportion of sandstone to 
shale as this boundary is approached, and these sandstones become 
more siliceous, better sorted and Dore s trongly cross-bedded. 
Nevertheless, the shape of the Warramunga - Ashburton contact as 
shown on Ivanac's map suggests an unconformity, and the question 
will only be sa'~isfactorily r e solved by detailed mapping of 
several miles of this boundary. 

tV 
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Rising Sun Conglomerate 

As far ns it has been l~la}lTlcd to date, thifJ forcP.tion 
covers an ar,,:::' of approxim8tely six miles by a. quar or of a ;nilc , 
elongated in a general east- south-ea.3tcrly dlrection , to thE: floutl 
of Noble I s N()b , the Rising Sun and the Red Terror Minos . It i.] 
,-,opposed larcely of conglorr.era.tes, quartzitcs and grits , "'.nd rlst.; 
on an eroded surface of porphyry and W[;..craruunga sediment:; . 
Structurally , it forms a syncline with its axis parallel to the 
long dimension of the outcrop, but the vouthern ~argin of the 
occurrence is strongly faulted and in pla ces th~ entire southern 
limb appears to have been faulted out . Dips arc of the order uf 
20 to 30 degrees in the northern li~b of the syncline , but tho 3c 
in the southern linb arc much less regular -;,nd are locally over
turned . The ~aximum exposed thickness is of the order of 600 
feet , but the original thickness may of course have been vGry Fuch 
greater than this . 

Rising Sun Conglomerate unconformably overlying 
porphyry and Warramunga sediments . South- west 
of Red Terror Mine , looking south- west . 

The pebbles in the congloIDGrate range up to about 
18 inches in diameter and are largely sandstones and quart~;+( , 
often with a strong lithological resemblance to the Ashburton and 
Davenport Range Formations . The formation is cut by a number of 
quartz veins , especially in its faulted sout hern port ion , but is 
not intruded by any of the igneous rocks of the area . The basal 
TJebble bed of the RiSing Sun Formation with a thickness of up to 
ten feet had been reg-:.rded as "porphyritised" by a number of 
previous workers because its m:-ttrix consists largely of qunrtz 
and fels9ar g.Y"1ins derived from the underlying porphyry , probably 
without very mU8h transport . However , careful exanination alw~ys 
discloses a sharp boundary ~gainst the porphyry itself . 

Tho folding of this forr..ntion and its invasion by 
quartz vcins must therefore be attributed to a much l ater period 
than that resoo'lsible for the 1..cjor phase of folding and intrusion 
of the Warrnmung~ sediments . 
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Granite and . Porphyry 

Wi thin the area maP::'-J'2d in detail, the Warramunga 
sediments are intruded by numorcuo quartz-fels-par porphyry 
bodies occupying areas up to two mile s by half a mile, notably 
in the viciD1ty of the Aerodrome, south of the Red Terror Mine a nd 
to the east and south-east of Peko. These rocks are corunonly 
3 ';rongly sheared, and in the hand-specililen are not p..lways 
distinguishable from the grits of the Warramunga Group. In the 
field, however, they can usually be identified by their uniforn 
appearance over much greater widths than the JrJ.clximum thickness of 
individual beds of the Warraffiunga Group and by their tr2.nsgressive 
contacts. 

Nearly all these masses a r e elongat ed east - west, 
parallel to the dominant strike of the Warrar:lUnga sediment s, c.nd tho 
direction of shearing is generally also parallel to this direction. 
The transgressive relations of these bodies are usually most obvious 
at the east and west tips, where the sediments have been forced 
apart and often shattered to some extent. 

Some of the larger mRsses have been sheared only in their 
marginal portions, leaving a relatively fresh core of bluish-grey 
or greenish-grey rock studded with glassy quartz and white or fl (: ::3h-
coloured felspar. The sheared phases are generally more strongly 
weathered and are reddish-brown in colour. 

Petrologically, the occurrence to the south of the Red 
Terror Mine has been exar.J.ined in greatest detail. This consists 
largely of quartz, microcline and oligoclase-andesine phenocrysts, 
all up to a quarter of an inch in dic.-1meter, in a matrix of irregule.r 
quartz granules, sericite flakes, epidote and magnetite dust. 

An unusual phase occurs in the vicinity of the Black 
Angel Mine, some 25 miles north-west of Tennant Creek township. 
Here, several bands of porphyry, up to 100 feet wide, trend roughly 
north-west, parallel to the locally dominant trend of the Warra,ElUnga 
sediments. These porphyry bands are characterised by the pre senc e 
of rounded clots of quartz phenocrysts (7 glomero-por~hyritic 
texture), and were mapped as conglomerates by Ivanac {po 123), 
although their true nature had been recognised by Owen (1942). 

The ,contact metalTIorphic effects of mo:=:t of these 
intrusions are restricted to the silicification of a few favourable 
beds and breccia zones, which h'J.ve given rise to prominent jasper 
bars, sometimes extending for up t o a quarter of a mile from the 
nearest porphyry outcrop. Apart from this silicification, 
however, the sediments rarely show any alter~tion visible to the 
naked eye, even within a few inches of the contacts. The sar1e 
applies to xGnoliths, which are very common in some areas, e.g. at 
060350. 

A few specimens from the central, unshenred portion of 
the Aerodrome porphyry were found to contain specks of disseminated 
sulphides (chalcopyrite and pyrite), and at several other localiti es, 
notably about three quarters of a mil e south of the Pinnacles l'dine, 
the weathered po:>:phyries contain cavities partly filled by limonite, 
which may be, at least in part, residual after the leaching of 
sulphide minerals. The possible significance of this will be Dore 
fully discussed in a later section. 

Outsice the area napped in 1958, the WarraJil.unga sedir:tents 
are intruded by ddamellite at the Old Telegraph Station, about 
seven miles north of the town, by granite at the Cabbage Gum bore, 
about ten miles south of the town, and by granodiorite to the 
south-east of Noble's Nob. In general appearance and degree of 

Ii; 
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, 
shearing; the granite and adanellite are comparable to the porphyry, 
but the granodiorite appea~s rather fresher and less deformed. 

The adamellite - porphyry relations may be discernible 
in the vicinity of the Bernborough Mine, where Ivan-Clcrs mapping 
shows outcrops of the two types in close proximity, but the 
relations of the two southerly occurrences are not likely to be 
directly observable. 

A number of ignoous rocks also occur in the vicinity of 
the Last Hope Mine, about 30 miles north-west of Tennant Creek. 
At the nine itself, Ivanac (p. 143) records a series of lavas or 

'tuffs occurring within the transition zone from the Warramunga 
beds to the Ashburton sandstone. Some three miles east of this 

oJ mine, several bodies of igneous rock occupy areas of up to half ,'1 

mile by a quarter of a mile, but are so deeply weathered and iron
stained that their characteristics and relations to the surrounding 
sediments could not be established. Residual miywY'al grains Emd 
textures suggest that they may have been medium-gr8..ineci acid or 
intermediate rocks, possibly related to the porphyri0s. Similar 
rocks also occur within the Ashburton Sandstones ther-lselves, about 
30 miles north of the township. 

Lamprophyres 

The Warran,unga sediments are also intruded by a numbE)r ()f 

fine - to mediun-grained int<::~rIJddiate aL:1 basic rocks, tentatively 
grouped as: lanprophyres. Thes~ usually occur as irregular bodies 
not nore than 200 feet by 200 feet in extent, and are generally 
deeply weathered. An exceptionally large member of this group 
occurs in the vicinity of 910420, where it has been traced 
intermittently for more than half a mile with an average width of 
100 to 150 fe8t, apparently following a ;naj or fault or s hear zone. 
Others occur as flat-lying sheets, up to 20 feet thick, again 
presumably fJllowing joints or shear zones. At the Caroline Mine, 
at least one such sheet cuts across the quartz-hemo.ti te lodas, vihich 
are exposed in shafts, adits and costeans. At the southern fh:mk 
of the Aerodrome porphyry 'I one of these lamprophyre s occurs within 
a few feet of the porphyry, but the contact relationships are 
obscured by shearing. 

The petrology of these rocks has not been investigated 
in detail, but they appear to include amphiboliJ~es and pyroxenites, 
as well a~ biotite-rich types. The outcrops of these rocks are 
commonly r:;.arked by a strong dey;elopment of travert ine 9 wr.Li cll r1':ly 

be regarded as almost diagnostic of this group. 

Ironstones 

The general term ironstones is retained for the quartz
hematite and quartz-magnetite bodies of this area. As a rule 9 th8 
iron oxide is hematite at the surface and magnetite below the 
water table, but sone occurrences still carry significant amounts 
of magnetite even in the oxidised zone. 

They range from a few inches to more than forty feet in 
width and up to several hundred yards in length. Some of them 
have developed in shear zones, while others replace favourable 
beds, and many of them are controlled by a combination of these 
two features, i.e. they are located at the intersection of a 
major shear zone with favourable beds, generally mUdstones. A 
pattern of right-hand echelon repetition tends to be developed 
under these CirCLlT2stances, as most of the shears responsible for 
this type of intersection strike east-south-east, compared to ~ 
general east - west strike for the'bedding. 
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PLAN 

JQUARTZ- HEMAT ITE 

~FAVOUF\ABLE 
~~-~-~_~,~=_~~~_~_-~_~-~_~-_~-._~ __ ~~~_~-~~-~~~-~--~-~-~~~-~~~~~BEDS 

:::::-=:::::: 
~SHEAR ZONE 

QUARtZ-HEMAT I TE LGCALISED BY INTERSECTION OF SHEAR 

ZONE; AND f-AVOURABLE BEDS IN THE WARRAMUNGA GROUP· 

(DIAGRAM MAT Ie). 

Most of the ironstones are tabular or lenticular in 
shape, but some are irregular and one (at 006400) was found to 
have the $hape of an inverted saddle reef. The elongation for 
the great'majority of them is east - west, parallel to the regional 
strike of : the b8dding and cleavage and the accompanying set of 
strike fa~lts and shears. However, oinor sets, striking about 070 
degrees ate fairly wide-spread, generally in response to a set vf 
shear-zones with that trend, and strikes of 130 degrees, parallel 
to the Qu$.rtz Hill - Rocky Range fault system, become important in 
the vici~ity of the Lone Star Mine and in parts of the Honeymoon 
Ranges. ;' 'rhere is also a minor set striking 040 degrees, b8st 
develope~ in the vicinity of the Government Battery and in the 
Peko - Golden Forty area. The Peko orebody itself, which has the 
shape of :a steeply plunging pipe, is exceptional and will be 
discussed in detail in a later section. 

The contacts of these ironstones with the surrounding 
sediments may be either sharp or gradational. In the .latter 
case, a transition zone consisting of country rock traversed by 
a large number of very small hematite veinlets, rr~y reach a 
width fr9ill one or two inches to several feet. In general, shar£ 
smooth contacts appear to be the rule whenever replacement 
terminat~d against a well-defined major shear plane, and 
gradational contacts whenever replacelnent was limited by a change 
of litho~ogy or a gradual decrease in intensity of shearing. 
Transi ti.ons from one type to the other can sometime s be observed 
along th~ strike of an individual quartz-hematite body. 

Differential replacement of very thin laminae of the 
country ~rock is comparatively rare. A good eX2.mple occurs at 
938432, 'where certain laminae of a minor drag-fold have been 
selecti~ely replaced. Along the strike, this occurrence passes 
into a ~assive quartz-hematite body occupying a shear zone. 

'rhe fact that the quartz-hematite bodies have not 'only 
replaced the pIe-existing sediments volume for volume, but have 
also pu~hed them apart bodily is well shown by a small exposure 
at 053271, where the banding of the sediments can be traced into 
and around a small quartz-hematite lens. 

I 
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Many of the quartz-hematite bodies are themselves 
sheared or' faulted, indicating that najor movements have aff ect ed 
the area s,ubsequent to their em!)lacement. Almost all mines have ' 
encountered such faults in their workings, the largest having 
displacements of the order of a hundred feet or moro , and a nunber 
of othersbeco.me apparent during the regional ffievpping, e. g. in the 
vicinity of the Burnt Shirt, Kathleen and Plain Jane Mines. 

The proportion of quartz to iron oxides (hematite and/or 
I:lagnetite) varies widely, even within a single body, and l:lany of 
the lodes are themselves cut by younger quartz veins fr ee from iron 
oxides. In general, long narrow bodi e s of ironstone, which foll ow 
the bedding closely, tend to carry less quartz than the more 
lenticular bodie s associated vvi th shear zones. The two type s are 
well cont;rrasted in the vicinity of the Queen of Sheba Mine, about 
20 miles 'north of the township, where the quartz-rich phc.-lse appears 
to be the younger of the two. 

Mineragraphic evidence indicates that the hematite of 
these lodes is derived from magnetite, but the degre e oi' oxidation 
varies considerably and some magnetite is often preserved even a t 
the surface. Many gra ins of iron oxide from these lode s show 
the crystal form of magnetite and are attracted by a hand magnet 
but give ' a hematite streak, suggesting that partial pS GudOIT'nY'-;->h OU8 
replacem-ent has taken place. 

, Theoretically, the oxidation of magnetite to henati te 
can be accomplished either by hydrothermal or by sll.pergene 
solutions. In this area, the evidence of magne tometer surveys, 
deep dr :i! lling and mine development all indicat e a v ery abrupt 
increase in the hematite contents of the ironstones above water 
l evel, showing that supergene solutions have b l:: en r e sponsible at 
least f 9r a large proportion of the hematite. On the other hand, 
the presence of bladed henatite intergrown with quartz, t a lc and 
,chlori te in many of the occurrences indicates that hydrotherr:lal 
effects ' have also played n part. The relative importance of 'the 
two factors thus has to be evaluat ed for each occurrence, largely 
on the basis of nineralogical studie s. 

(9 
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Origin of iron now contained in quartz-hematite and guartz-E~gnetit c 

lodes. A very rough estimate suggests that ircnstone lodes. and 
lenses occupy areas of the order of 10,000 to 50,000 square feet 
per square mile in various parts of the area mapped. during 1958. 
This is equivalent · to about 0.04 t o 0.20 per ·cent of the country 
rock by volwne or 0.08 to 0.40 per cent by weight. Ir tho iron 
oxides now contained in some of the major shear zones a re included, 
this figure might have to be increased by a factor of two or three? 
but would even then be no more than 0.2 to 1.0 per cent by weight. 

Examination of the heavy mineral fraction of two 
specimens of Warramunga sediments from the Eldorado :Mine reVC2.1ed 
the prescnce of 0.7 per cent by weight of magnetite in a sandstone 
and 1.0 per cent in a sandy shale. These may not be truly 
ropresentative of the sediments of the area, 2,S they may have 
undergone some enrich.i'nent in iron associated with the introduction 
of the near-by massive ironstone bodies. However, these figures 
show that at least some of the sediments in the 8.rea carry 8.S much 
as one percent of magnetite as dissemin2.ted grains, so that the 
total amount of iron present in defined lodes and heavily 
impregnated shear zones may be no greater than that present in the 
sediments themselves. 

If all this iron is regarded as being largely or entirely 
derived from a .m.~gf:latic source , it is necessary to assume a very 
complete penetration of the Warramunga sediments by the iron
bearing solutions. Alternativ S! ly, if the iron is thought to be 
merely re-distributed by percolating solutions, it is only necessQry 
to aSSllilie the concentration of one half of the iron originally 
present in ' the sediments to 2,ccount for all the ironstonos and 
iron-impregnated shear-2,ones now observed on the field. It m.::w 
of course be that both of these processes have been active in this 
area. 

Relation of ironstone bodies to hematite shale beds. In the MOlillt 
Samuel - Eldorado area, there is a very close association of nm.jor 
ironstone bodies with the bed of hematite shale. This cculd be 
due either to the fact that the hematite shale and imIue dia tcly 
adjoining beds provided the source of the iron which was 
concentrated into the se ironstone s, or "..;hat the se beds were 
especially favourable for replacement by iron by reason of their 
physical OT chemical constitution. 

The same association of hematite sho.lo rvi th ironstone 
bodies has been observed in the Burnt Shirt area, near (,1J8 Lone 
Star and Great Bear lVIines, and possibly at the Northern Star Minc. 
On the other hand, there are several occurrences of hematite sh8,le 
not associated with ironstones, as in the area half a mile north 
of the Burnt Shirt Mine, and there are of course very JIi.any ..;.:. :'Yl

stones in .areas where no hematite shale is as yet known. Furth(;r 
mapping in a.djoining parts of the field may throw some additional 
light on this problem. 

Jasper Beds and Breccias 

These are replacement bodies similar in many ways to the 
ironstones, but composed mainly or entirely of crypto-erystalline 
silica, generally coloured red by minor amounts of iron oxides. 
They are best developed in the vicinity of the Aerodrome and at 
East Peko, and generally occur within a few hundred feet of one 
or other of the larger porphyry bodies. Their dimensions are 
comparable to those of the ironstones and some of them pass 
along the strikp into .rock types indiotinguiubc.blc froIl typic~ ... l 
quartz-hematites, while others contain Elinor coatings of hem2titc 
on joint planes. 
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The inference dra\Vll from these relations is that the 
jaspers are the result of the silicification of favourable beds 
and shear zones in the Warrar.1Unga !"ediments by solutions eman.:lting 
from the porphyries, and that the ironstone bodies are the results 
of similar replacements by more iron-rich solutions at greater 
distances from. the porphyry contact s . Occasional in_lusions of 
jasper fr2.grnents in quartz-henati te lodes indicate tha-~ the jasper ;3 
were the earlier formed of the two • 

. The jasper breccias consist essentially of angular 
fragments of jasper re-cemented by white vein quartz, indicating 
that the eqplacement of these jaspers was followed by a second 
period of deformation, which resulted in the shattering of some of 
them, and by a second period of silica introduction, this time as 
vein quartz. 

Quartz Veins 

Quartz veins with only subordinate amounts of iron oxides 
appear to have been the last phase of mineralisation affecting this 
area~ They cut all other rocks, including the ironstone lodes, 
the jasper bodies, the porphyry and adamellite intrusions, the 
Ashburton Sandstone and the Rising Sun Conglomerate. They range 
in size fromminlets a fraction of an inch in width to massive 
bodies up to thirty or forty feet wide and intermittently 
traceable for many miles, as in the Quartz Hill - Rocky Range fault 
zone. Stril~e s of ogo degree s -predominate, but important minor 
sets strik9 060 to 070 degrees ~especially in the vicinity of Peko), 
030 to 040 degrees (HoneyMoon Ranges), 340 degrees (Eldorado area) 
and 120 degrees (Lone Star area). 

In the vicinity of Mount Rugged and in the Gibbet aroa, 
a number of them contain minor amounts of tourmaline, but otherwise 
they are singularly froe from associated minerals. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 

Gold Deposits 

The workable gold deposits in this area occur in a 
variety of structural and lithological environncnts ranging frO TIl 
massive quart~-hematite and quartz-magnetite lodes to brecciated 
zones in sediments, generally mudstones, which F.ay carry only very 
minor amounts of iron oxides. Most of the individual mine s and 
prospects 011 the field have been described in detail by IvaD2. ~, 
and these descriptions will not be duplicated here. 

Since the completion of Ivanac's survey, only one 
potentially important discovery of new gold-bearing TJateria.L l~.J,S 
been made on the field. This is in the Orlando - One-Oh-One area, 
mentioned in an earlier section, where five diamond drill holes 
by Peko have riven results of up to 26 dwts. of gold per ton over 
22 feet of inclined depth (Chem. Eng. & Min. Rev., Nov. '58). 

However, increased exploration has now indicated the 
presence of sulphides at several mines where development or drilling 
had not previously penetrated below water level, and it therefore 
seems increaSingly likely that all the gold deposits of the field 
were originally associated with at least some sulphides. As these 
sulphides have now b8en entirely reJ:J.Oved from the shoots being 
worked in all nines except Peko, this would tend to suggest tha t 
the gold must also have undergone so~~ re-distribution and possibly 
secondary enric]-.ment. The structural and lithological factors 
controlling the distribution of gold in shallow workings may thus 
be controls for enrichment rather thnn for original deposition. 

J..,( 
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This applies especially to the concentration of values in the 
brecciated sediments immed~.ately adjoining some ironstone bodies 
and in shear zones and p~ seams intersecting them. It is 
tentatively suggested that most if not all of these occurrences are 
due to the secondary concentration of gold originally present in 
the massive quartz-hematite bodies or uniformly distributed through 
the adjoining sediments. 

Sulphide Deposits 

With the emergence of Peko as the largest mine on the 
field, interest in the exploration for copper is now equalling or 
surpassing that for gold. However, since none of the other mines 
has so far exposed any primary are, it is difficult at this stage 
to generalise on the factors responsible for the localisation of 
copper orebodies. 

At Peko, m8.ssive sulphides, (essentic.~lly pyrite, 
pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite), replace the central portion of a 
quartz-Llagnetite pipe (Edwards, 1955). This quartz-magnetite 
differs in shap~ from the typical tabular bodies of the field and 
J. Elliston (personal COIIi.rrlunication) has suggested that it is due 
to the replacement of an original sluEp conglomerate, similar to 
that mapped as a "pebble bed" from the vicinity of the Caroline 
Mine. However, the Caroline pebble bed has a fine-grained 
impervious ~atrix, and does not appear intrinsically favourable for 
replacement. An alternative suggestion for the controlling 
influence pf the Peko ore body wluld be the intersection of a 
steeply dipping shear zone striking 030 degrees with a zone of 
favourable ! beds or a shear-zone sub-parallel to the bedding, which 
here trends roughly easterly. The sediments adjoining the orebody 
are reported by Elliston to show only moderate disturbance, but 
the presence of chlorite schist on the 980-foot level suggests 
fairly int.ense shearing, and the presence of two sets of linear 
structures is strongly suggested by the pattern of the aerial 
magnetic map of this area. 

Low-grade lead and zinc mineralisation is recorded frOB 
the footwall sediments of the copper orebody at Peko (Edwards, 1955), 
but little is so far known about its extQnt and relation to 
structurat or lithological controls. 

At several other mines and prospects, disseminated 
sulphides have been recorded from diamond drill holes in sheared 
or brecciated sediments, associated with varying amounts of 
quartz and hematite or magnetite. The most important JI these 
occurrences are as follows: 

Northern Star: 4.05 per cent copper between 967 and 
977 feet inclined depth in Peko Mines Ltd's diamond drill Lv2-:' 
(Chern. Eng. and Min. Rev., June 1957). 

Orlando: 9.1 per cent copper between 348 and 353 feet 
inclined depth in Peko Mines Ltd's diamond drill hole No.3 (Chern. 
Eng. and Min. Rev., Nov. 1958). 

Wheal Doria: Disseninated sulphides with hematite and 
magnetite in chloritic slate between 157 and 170 feet in hole 
No.4, and between 167 and 183 feet in hole No. 4 A, both vertical 
(A.G.G.S.N.A. Report, N.T., No. 41). 

Eldorado No.3 Anomaly: Five assays averaging 0.48 
per cent copper in sheal~ed rocks with quartz and magnetite between 
413 and 452 feet vertical depth in hole No.2 (A.G.G.S.N.A., 
Report, N.T., No~ 41). 
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Peko No.2 Anomaly (East Peko ): Specks of sulphides in 
slate and depse magnetite between 264 and 280 feet vertical depth 
in hole No.5 (A.G.G.S.N.A., Report, N.T., No. 41). 

Noble's Nob: Minor amounts of pyrite and chalcopyrite 
in quartz-hernati te and brecciated sediments -oetween 268 and 278 
feet and bet:ween 321 and 331 fe et inclined depth in hole No .2, 
B'J.reau of Mi'neral Resources (Ivana c, 1S~4· ). 

Golden Forty Mine: A.verage assay of 1.5 pGT cent copper 
over 41 feet of chlorite schist in h ole drilled by National 19ad 
Co. of U.S.A. (personal communication, R.D. Ellett, quoted by 
J. McMillan, 1957). 

• 
In addition, secondary copper minerals have been worked 

in sheared and brecciated sediments a t the Pinnacles and Sha1rrock 
Mines. None of the workings at these nines have so far encount ered 
primary ore, but it seems likely that this would consist of 
di ssemina ted sulphide '3, siElile,r t o tho se rec crded fr om some of the 
dianond drill holes Li s t ed above, with a strong possibility of the 
presence of a secondarily enriched zone at or near the water table . 

At the Aerodrome , a few specks of sulphides (cha lc opyrit e 
and pyrite) were found in T:J.assive quartz-felspar porphyry. At 
several other localities, notably about three quarters of a I'lile 
south of the Pinnacles Mine, the weathered porphyry contains 
cavities partly fill ed with limonite, which are regarded, a t least 
in part, . as box-works due t o th, ~ leaching of sulphide Tilinerals. 
Spectrographic analyses of the limonite of two of the se spe ciI1cns 
have confinmed the presence of small amounts of c opper and further 
tests nre in progress. If the presence of traces of copper in 
these porP4yries proves to be wide-sprE,ad, a geocheaical program..':18 
of testing may indicate areas warranting more detailed examin2,t i on 
by geophysical resistivity or self-potential me thods and by 
diamond drilling. 

The presence of copper in these porphyries strengtheus 
the suggestion that the copper now occurring in the ironstones and 
Warramunga se<liments was also derived fr om the por phyries in the 
first instance, e specially as all known occurrenc e s li e within about 
trll'ee miles of one of the major porphyry intrusions. This raise s 
the questi.on of the relation of the gold- and sulphide-bearing 
solutions to those responsible for the emplacement uf the 
ironstones. At Poko, ~ineragraphic evidence indicates that the 
emplacement of the ironst one was 0 ssentially c orr.p l e te before the 
introducti'on of the gold and sulphides (Edwards , 1955). In 
areas of disseminated magnetite-sulphide occurrEmc e s, as a t 
Wheal Doria and Eldorado No. 3 Anomaly, r elati ons are not as clear
cut, but ~t still appears improbable that solutions should be 
ca.pable of simultaneously depositing significant quantitie2 rf 

iron oxides a nd sulphides. 

If the two phases of activity were distinct, it follows 
that the present occurrence of gold and sulphides in close 
association with ironst one is not necessarily universal, being due 
only to the fact that generally the same channels tended to control 
the flow of both sets of solutions. Numerous ironstones are of 
course knpwn which do not carry gold or sulphides, but there are 
very few examples to date of gold or sulphide deposits not 
associated with ironstone.. The intersection of 41 f ee t of 
chlorite 'schist, carrying an cw~rage of 1.5 per Qent copper 
without Significant amounts of iron oxides in a diamond drill hCJle 
at the Golden Forty Mine (McMillan, 1957), is one example of such 
a n occurrence, a~ld the occurrence s of secondary c opper minerals 
at the Shamrock and Pinnacles Mines m8.Y also be der ived fr om such 
bodies. In general, shear zones not carrying significant ar:wunts 
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of iron oxides are likely to be soft f orr:1ations whose outcrop s ar e 
easily obscured, and which will thus escape Rttention unless 
copper concentrations at the surface give rise to obvious 
indications of minera lisation. Geo physical methods, such as 
resistivity and self-potential surveys, may be of value in det ecting 
and tracing ,such shear-zones carrying sulphides at depth. 
Relations at the Vfueal Doria, Pinnacles, Joker and Red Terror 
Kines suggest that shear zones strildng 060 to 070 degrees may be 
especially favourable for such mineralisation. 

Magnetic Anomalies 

On the aerial magnetic map of the ar ea Dapped in 1958, 
a pattern of regional anomali e s with east-south-easterly trends 
is combined with 10CRl anoTIl8.lies due to individual ironstone 
bodies. These east-south-cast trends appear t o be made up of 
elements parallel to the prevailing strike of the sediments (090 
degrees), and to two of the dominant directi ons of shearing (100 
and 120 degrees). A second set of linear features, striking ab out 
030 degrees, probably also relat ed to faults or shear-zones, is 
present in the Peko - Golden Forty area. 

Areas of low magnetic relief, as in the vicinity of the 
Aerodrone and between Peko and Eldorado, correspond to areas where 
igneous rocks are exposed at the surface or are believed to underlie 
it at relatively shallow depths. 

A very sharp break in the pattern is apparent at the line 
of the Qu.'lrtz Hill - Rocky Range fault zone. To the north-east 
of this line, magnetic relief is very low, although outcrops of 
Warramunga sediments, complete with ironstones, etc., perSist, 
especially j.n the Golden Mile and New Mo on area s. On8 possible 
explanation is that igne ous r ocks underlie this area at a depth 
not far below w8.ter-Ievel, so that only the oxidised zone of the 
Warramunga sedinents is represented, which does not give rise t c 
significant nagnetic anomalies. Al terne"tiv8Iy, the pattern 
could be explained by much greater depth of oxidation on the north
east side of the fault zone, or by a change in the magnetite 
contents of the sediments themselves. Deta iled mapping of the 
area north-east of the fault zone will probably indicate the 
correct explanation. 

At the northern edge of the gold field, a very 
distinctive pattern is developed in the area occupied by the 
.h.shburton Sandstone. This consists of strong 2.inear anomalies 
parallel to tho Ashburton - Warramunga contact and to t;:"l(j trends of 
the Ashburton Sandstones ther']'sel ve s. The geologica l interprct2ti (m 
of this pattern is not possible at this stage, due t o lack of 
detailed mapping in this area. 

Of the anomalies due to individual ironst ones, only 
the larger ones, such as the Peko, Golden Frrty and Eldorado No.1, 
are obvious on the aerial map, and some of these, s ~ch ~ s Golden 
Forty, can be divided into several smaller anomalies on the 
basis of ground surveys. However, ground J:lagnetic surveys by 
A.G.G.S.N . .A., the Bureau of Mineral Resources and private companie s 
have by now covered a very large proportion of the areas on the 
field where potential gold or ba se-netal l odes might be expected, 
and Dore than flfty separate anomalies are now known. Of these, 
ii-lany are related to outcropping ironstone bodies, but others show 
no relation to any outcropping featurGs. 

There are at present LO reliable criteria for 
distinguishing anomalies due to non-outcropping gold- or coppor
bearing quartz-magnetite lodes from those due to barren bodies. 
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Unfortunately, the only orebody which is . adequately exposed belovv 
water level (Peko), is not typical of the ironstone bodies of this 
field in that it has a pipe-like rather than 11 tabular shape. 
Disregarding '. the question of whether this is due to tectonic 
factors, such as the intersection of two shear zones, or to the sh~pe 
of the origihal sedimentary unit now replaced by the orebody, it Day 
be that the ~hape of the original quartz-ffiagnetite body was an 
essential faictor in determining it s sub..:;equent replace17!ent by thE:: 
gold-sulphid~ mineral association. In this case, prospecting on 
this field ~culd be reduced to the search for similar steeply 
pitching pipe-like bodies. Alternatively) it nay be that th8 shape 
of the ironstone body was not a critical factor, in which case the 
chances of f.inding significant gOld-sulphide mineralisation in any 
quartz-nlagnetite body are about the same as those of finding payable 
shoots of gold in the corresponding quartz-hemnti to surface outcro ps . 
This chance ' is thought to be of the order of one in ten. On this 
theory, the ' average size of ore shoots at depth would be expected 
to be of th~ same order as those on the surface. In the area 
mapped in 1$58, about 360 lenses of ironstone were encomJterod, of 
which about , 50 have 'ucon recorded as producing sane gold. Of these, 
13 have pro~uced less than 100 OZ8., 21 between 100 and 1,000 ozs., 
10 between ,1,000 and 10,000 ozs., and three nore than 10,000 ozs. 
However, an ore shoot capable of producing 10,000 ozs. is equivalent 
to a body of 10-dwt. naterial measuring only 10 ft. by 100 ft. by 
150 ft., so that exploration at de pth f or targets of this size will 
be a matter of some difficulty. Moreover, a shoo t of these 
dimensions, i although an attractive proposition at the surface, );lay 
not be econoT:1ically mineable at a depth of several hundred foet, S CI 

that the p~oportion of quartz-magnetite bodies containing actually 
payable shoots of primary ore nay be nearer one in a hundred than 
one tn ten~ 

Geochemical Results 

A geochemical prospecting campaign for copper was 
carried ouit by a Bureau of Mineral Resources party under J. NlcMillan 
in 1957. , Essentially, it consisted of the analysis of nmrrerous 
surface and near-surface sa~~les, both of soil and of bed-rock, 
for trace amounts of copper. A concentration of 10 parts per 
million of copper in sedioents and 30 parts per million in 
ironstones was regarded as background for the area, and 
concentrations significantly higher than this (morc than twice 
background) were thought to indicate the presence of significant 
amounts of epigenetic copper in the vicinity of the sanple. 

Such anomalously high concentrations could bE' due 
either to residual copper remaining in an originally mineralised 
rock after oxidation 2nd partial leaching, or to copper introducGd 
from neart"by mineralised formations by circulating gro'J.nd waters. 
The search for the source of these copper conc8ntr~tions would 
thus have to be guided in each case by geological considcrati8ns. 

The areas listed by rvlcMillan for further testing on the 
basis of this geochemical prospecting campaign were as follows 
(wi th c.omment s on rec ent exploration and development vlOrk) = 

Cat's Whiskers: The ma jor 2~Lagne tic anomaly on this 
~rospect is currently being drilled by Eldorado Tennant Creek Ltd. 
(Novenber 1958). . 

Pinnacles: SODe rich secondary copper are has bE:en 
worked to a depth of about 20 feet. The prospect j,s currently 
bein'8 re .... opened as a gold mine, b'lt no exploration below water 
level haS been cerried out to date. No ~ajor nagnetic anonalies 
are known fron tlli s area. 
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Peko~ This rr.1ne is being adequa tely devel oped and 
explored. 

East Peko: This prospect has been drilled by the 
A.G.G.S.N.A. and by Peko Mines N.L' 9 but only minor amounts of 
gold and copper were encountered (A.G.G.S.N.A. Report No . 41 
and J. Elliston, personal corillll~nication). 

Golden Kangaroo (= Golden Forty North): Two hol e s 
drilled by the National Lead Co. of U.S.A. on a combined ge ocheT.1ica l 
and magnetic anomaly failed t o encounter either sulphides Ci r any 
magnetic naterial (McMillan, 1957). 

North Star: 4.05 per cent of copper was encount ered 
at an inclined depth ,)f 967 to 977 feet in a dia"Jond drill hole 
put down by Peko Mines N.L., but the discovery has not been followed 
up (Chern. Eng. & Min. Rev., June 1957). 

Queen of Sheba: The Dine has been worked for gold only 
and no testing at depGh has been carried out to date. 

Orlando: Two [,1agnetic anomalies on this line were 
drilled by Peko Mines N.L. One intersection of 9.1 per cent 
copper was obtained over an inclined depth of five feet, but it 
is proposed to open the prospect prim2.rily as a gold Dine (Chem. 
Eng. & Min. Rev., Nov. 1958). 

It will thus be seen that out of the eight targets 
listed by McMillan, two are being actively developed (Peko and 
Orlando), three have been tested and discarded (East Peko, Golden 
Kangaroo and North Star), one is being tested at present (Cat's 
Whiskers), and two still require testing at de pth (Fi nnacles and 
QUGen of Sheba). 

For future geochemcal work in t he area, it is suggestcd 
that attention be transferred from the ironstones t o shear-zones 
of the Pinnacles, Shanrock and Wheal Doria type, and t o outcrop 
areas of porphyry, especially where these contain linonite-filled 
cavities which night be interpreted as box-works. 

Note on Maps 

Two y.lain IilapS have been drawn tc accompany this r eport. 
One emphasises rock types, including ironstones and quartz veins, 
but shows only generali sed trend linc s of the Vfarramunga sediment s. 
'11he other shows all dips and strikes recorded in the W§:ri.dTIlUnga 
sediments, as well as fold axes, but omits details of igneous r ocks, 
veins and lodes. 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

For descriptive purposes, the area has been divided into 
eleven regions, based largely on continuity of outcrop and na.Qed 
[lfter prominent mines or natural features. An attempt has been 
L~de to outline the outstandinc characteristics of each region, 
but in order to avoid unnecessary duplication, relationships which 
hold throughout the goldfield and which have already been referred 
to in the previons sections will not be repeated. The order of 
discussion is based largely on conveni ence, so that areas with 
least specialised features are discussed before those with unusual 
relationships. 
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The regions, in order of discussi on, are : 

Honey:r:lOon Ranges. 
Mary Ann. 
Goverm.lent Battery. 
Peko - Golden Forty. 
Lone Star. 
Caroline. 
Gibb et - Aerodrome. 
Eldorado, 
Mount Samuel. 
Noble's Nob. 
Red Terror - Joker. 

Honeymoon Rangos 

This area li e c-o roughly between 39,000 and ,~2,000 north 
and between 92 ,500 and 00,000 cast, and contains the largest 
continuous extent of outcrops on the v,thole field. The Honeymoon 
Ranges themselves ar2 a series of fl a t-tcpped hills rising up t o 
200 feet ab ove the surrounding plains in the south-western part of 
the area. 

The rocks are typical Warrar:mnga shale sand greywacke s 
and rare grits, with dips elveraging 60 to 70 degrees. To the VJCst 
of 97,000 east, the r_,ajor structure is a west-pitching anticline 
with axis ~t about 41,000 north. To the east of 97,000 east, 
several other fold axes can be traced to the south of this main 
anticline,l structure, and the westerly pitche s l ocally ste epen to 
as nuch as 45 degrees. 

The hematite shale cnn be traced for ab out two ffiiles on 
the southern limb and for OVGr one Elile on the northern liElb of the; 
Ylain anticline and a cZroup of Elaj or north-south trending faults 
can be mapped by the displacel;;ents of this Darker horizon. Other 
shear zones are dominantly sub-parallel to the strike of the beddin& 
but one major zone with a trend of about 110 degrees has been 
intermittently traced from 963413 to 010397. 

The araa contains only minor occurrences of igneous r ocks. 
Several dyke-like bodies of porphyry with east - west elongati ons 
occur in the vicinity of 930415. The largest of then has an 
extent of about 1,000 by 200 feet. A very strongly sheared and 
weathered outcrop of porphyry a lso occurs ab out a quart er of a 
::nile south of the Kathleen Mine, and a few smaller bodies have 
"been noted in the eastern part of the area. Only two v pry 
minor occurrences of lamprophyre are known froD the area, both 
apparently as flat-dipping sheets, not more than 20 feet thick. 

Ironst ones occur throughout the area, but the greatest 
concentration is found between 39,000 and 40,500 north and between 
93,500 and 96,500 east, where two ma jor easterly trending zones, 
about 1,000 feet apart, nay each contain up to three sub-parallel 
ironstone lodes. Several lenses up to 200 by 20 feet occur in 
this group, and one at 935403, has dimensions of about 800 by 
20 feet. The trends are domirantly easterly, except in the 
vicinity o,f maj or transcurrent faults, as at the Ace IUgh Mine. 
At 005400, a n ironst one body with the shape of an invert ed saddle 
reef was noted, :lpparently following the trend of a favourable bed. 

In the southern f oot-hills of the Honeymoon Ranges, a 
number of prominent jasper bars occur at 950388 ~nd at 961385. 
These are probably associated with an Gxtensive body of porphyry, 
which however is only exposed at one point, about half-way between 
the two jasper lecalities. 
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Quartz veins are fairly uniformly scrrttered throughout 
the area, with trends of 080 to 090 degrees and 030 to 040 degrees 
about equally represented. 

The only Tllnes of any importance occur in the south
western part of the area, ""here the Burnt Sh::'rt, Ace High and 
Kathleen Mines are now being worked on a small scale. These are 
all in massive ironstone and are worked for gold only, no sulphic~c s 
having been so far encountered in any of the workings. The Burnt 
Shirt, with a total recorded production of 2,340 OZ8. to June 1958, 
is the most important of this group. Recorded production of the 
Ace High is 100 ozs. and of the K20thleen 360 ozs. A magnettc 
anomaly of about 150 g2JilJila has been located by the 1937 A.G.G.S.:N.,:;. 
survey half .... way between the Burnt Shirt and .i~ce High working;:; and 
is interpreted by Daly (1957) as due to a magnetic body centred at 
a depth of at least 400 feet. 1'1"0 attempt has so far been made to 
test this anomaly. 

Mary Ann Aroa 

This comprises the low-lying, level to gently undulating 
area between 42,000 and 44,000 north and between 92,500 and 97,000 
east. Bed--rock is exposed over most of this area, and it is 
regarded as "a pediment into which the present creeks are incised 
to a depth varying from 2 to 20 feet. 

The Warramunga sediments ill this area e.re generally 
siEl1.1ar to those of the Honeyr.l.Oon Ranges, except for the occurrence 
of a considerable thickness (? 500 feet) of shale and fine-gr~ined 
siltstone, free fron any coarser-grained beds, at 950429. Di.ps 
are dominantly to the north, but there are many minor fold axes 
trending easterly, generally without any pronounced pitch. Howover, 
in the vicipity of 935435, there is a development of minor folds 
which pitch steeply down the limbs of the r.1ajor structures, 
indicating a second period of dGfornc tion under thG action of 
differently ; orientated stresses. 

Faulting and ~hearing are not very prominently developed, 
but the Mary Ann Mine is situated on a shear zone, and the line 
of quartz reefs and breccia,s passing c.bout 100 yards north of this 
mine probably also follows such a zone. This line, trending 
about 100 degrees, has been followed intermittently for nearly 
one mile. 

Only Elin()r porphyry occurrence shave beem no"ted in this 
area, generql,lly elongated parallel to the strike of the surrc,'Und.-
ing sediTIenis, and strongly sheared. Three occurrences of 
lamprophyre ar€! known, the largest occupying an area of about 
300 by 50 feet, but all are too weatbered for detailed petrological 
examination. 

Only very minor ironstone occur~cences are known from 
this area. Of these, the most interesting is that at 938432, 
where a massive ironstone lens passes along the strike into a 
zone in which individual laLlinae ()f the country rocll: have be8n 
selectively replaced by iron oxides. 

Quartz veins are very wide-sprGad, and, c:,part from those 
following the previously described shear zone north of the Mary 
Ann Mine, show a pronounced predolninance of trends of 030 to 040 
d.egree s. 

The Mary A.nn Mine is the only one which has been 
worked in this area. It is situated on an iron-impregna ted 
shear-zone trending 100 degrees, and is recorded as hewing produced 
180 ozs. of gold up ~o June 1958. 
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Government :Battery Area 

'This area extends roughly between 35,000 and 38,000 north 
and between 92,500 and 00,000 east. The best exposures are found 
in a line of flat-topped hills which extends for about two niles 
to the east'-south-east of the Battery, and in a le ss regular group 
of hills be,tween the Pinnacles, Pup and Southern Star Mines, 8.bout 
one mile south-west of the Battery. 

The Warranunga sediments of this area are generally 
similar to those of the H0ne~lloon Ranges, and often show very 
pronounced graded bedding. Several fold axes have been nappod, 
trending roughly et::'.sterly. They pitch gently cast in the westc;rn 
part of the, area, and are nearly horizontal in the eastern part. 
In the northern part of the area, a few originally south-dipping 
beds are now overturned. 

Shearing is not very pronounced. Most shears trend 
easterly, parallel to the regional strike of the bedding, and a 
minor set, as at the ~innacles Mine, trends 050 to 060 degrees. 

About one and a half miles south of the Battery, a 
porphyry nass with an extent of at least half a mile by a quarter 
of a mile forms a group of low hilla It is moderately shenred ~?und 
rather strongly weathered, and its northern portion is cut by a 
network of 'quartz veins up to two feet wide. It also contains a 
number of inclusions of sheared WarralJ.unga sediments, now 
represented by chlorite-magnetite schists. The quartz veins 
within the porphyry carry some gold and have been worked at the 
Pup Mine. The porphyry itself contains numerous limonite-filled 
cavities, at least some of which are thought to be boxworks, due to 
the leachin,g of original sulphide s. 

An isolated occurrence of lamprophyre was found ab,)Ut 
half a Bile' east of the Southern St2ur Mine. 

Ironstones are distributed throughout this area, but the 
greatest concentration occurs at the Southern Star Mine, where an 
area of app;roximately 2,000 by 500 feet contains about tvwrrty 
separate lode sand lense s, the large st measuring ab ,Jut 400 by 15 
feet. The strikes are generally easterly or a few degrees north 
of east. 

About two fifths of a mile south of the Pinnacles Mine, 
three jasper lenses up to 100 by 15 feet trend north-east and lie 
in an echelon formatio~. Irhey locally grade into hematite-rich 
phases indistinguishable from typical ironstones and aru probably 
related to the porphyry mass outcropping at the ncar-by Pup T,1ine. 
At the Pinnacles Mine, silicification has also affected some bands 
of rock within and close to the mineralised shear zone, but these 
lack the re'd colour and very fine-grained texture of the typical 
jasper occurrences. 

Quar~z veins are very abundant throughout this arca,and 
the majority trend east or east-north-oast. 

The rmin mine s of the area are the Southern Star VIi th 3, 

recorded production of 120 ozs. of gold, the Pinnacles with a 
recorded production of 920 ozs. of gold and an esti:w.ated 5 tons of 
copper in "hand-picked ore, and the Susan without any recorded 
production but with an estinated 300 tons of ore awaiting crushing 
at the time of the survey. In addition, SOr.18 workings about 
250 yards west of the Pinnacles are referred to by Ivanac as the 
Ajax Mine (recorded production 4 OZ5.), although they arc shown 
as the Western Chief Mine on the .h..G.G.S.N.A. 1937 plan. The 
Fassifern Mine (recorded production 110 02S.) is believed, by 
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interpolation from Ivanp..c I s regional map, to be situated at 939374, 
and the International (recorded production 2 02S.) is situated a 
quarter of a mile south-east of the Susan. 

Of these mines, the Pinnacles, Ajax and Internationsl 
are located on major shear zones associated with Dinar ironstones, 
while the remainder appear to be substantially developed in Tliassi ve 
ironstones. Copper mineralisation is :present at the Pinnacles 
Mine, as described in a previous section, and to a lesser extent 
also at the Ajax Mine. 

Only the iInIlediate vicinity of the PinnaclefJ and the Pup 
Mines are covered by ground r.lagnetic surveys. Daly (1954) 
interprets the results at the Pinnacles as indicating the absence 
of any najor type anomalies, but at the Pup (referred to in his 
report as the Pinnacles Alluvial) he records a weak anomaly in a 
position roughly coincident with the porphyry contact. 

For future work in this area, the need for further 
prospecting for copper mineralisation on the Pinnacles shear zone 
and in the porphyry s.:.mth of the Pup Mine has already been referred 
to in a previous section. 

Peko - Golden Forty area 

This area extends frOB 32,000 to 37,000 north and frcL'1 
00,000 to 13,000 east. Its eastern portion includes a number 
of deeply dissected ridges, culBinating in Mount Rugged, but in its 
western portion, around the Peko Mine, outcrops are I'Jore limited. 

The area contains a number of minor easterly trending 
fold axes, generally with westerly pitches of up to 30 degrees. and 
a Ilajor anticline passes through 31,500 north, just to the south 
of this area. 

1i thologically, the Warramunga sediEwnts are similar tu 
those described frOB other areas, e.g. the Honeymoon Ranges. The 
hematite shale has not been recognised in this area, but at 116344, 
a 50-foot succession of otherwise typical Warramunga shales and 
greywackes contains scattered pebbles up to three inches in 
diameter. Tbese pebbles are composed largely of sediment[~ry rock 
types similar to those of the Warramunga Group itself, 

The intensity of shearing is greatest in the central 
part of the ar88., around the Golden ll'orty workings, where l:Lany 
shear zones are heavily impregnated with iron oxides. Trends of 
080 degrees and 100 degrees are co::cElOnest. In additior., an east
west trending zone of about two miles by a quarter of a milE:, 
passing through the Kia Ora Mine at tho northern edge of the area, 
shows very well developed fracture cleav8,ge which almost obliterates 
the bedding in both shales and greywackes. This Dust indicate 
intense local strGsses, but is not accompanied by any marked 
increase in the number of defined shear zones. 

Porphyry crops out very prominently in the area, between 
Peko and Golden Porty, including both sheared and massive phases. 
Some of these masses aro associated with prominent jasper bars, 
but others have given rise to no discernible contact effecto at 
all.. At 060350, one of these masses is crowded with irregular 
xenoliths, from a few inches to ten feet in diameter, but these 
have suffered no metamorphism except for slight induration. 

No lamprophyres have been encountered in this area. 

The ironstones of this area are concentrated in two n:l~lln 
localities aroun~ East Peko and Golden Forty. The East Pcko bodies 
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are largely massive lenses, up to 200 by 40 fe et, most corrUIlonly 
striking 070 degrees and s::milar in general appearance to the 
outcrop at Peko itself. The Golden Forty occurrences, on the 
other hand, are mostly groups of small lenses assoc~ated with 
iron-impregnated shear zones. They frequently show en echelo~l 
grouping and most commonly strike ogo degree;3. 

Quartz veins are very promir:.0ntly developed throughout 
the area, especially to the east of the Kia Ora Mine , whore a 
number of blows up to 200 by 20 feet have been observed. Two 
sets, respectively striking 070 and 090 degrees are almost eQually 
developed. 

Peko is the only mine now operating in this area. This 
orebody has been described at length by previous workers, especially 
Edwards (1955), and its structural relations have been discuss ed 
in a previous section. Its ore reserves are currently estimated 
at 1,000,000 tons, representing a life of about nine years at 
present production rates. 

The Golde!.:. l<'orty, Great Eastern and several unnamed 
mines have all worked iron-impregnated shear-zones containing lenses 
of massive quartz-hematite. Recorded production is 500 ozs. for 
the Golden Forty and 280 ozs. for the Great Eastern. The Golden 
Kangaroo (recorded production 50 ozs.) is situated on a group of 
lenticular quartz and quartz-hematite bodies with vuggy and 
gossanous outcrops, between half and three quarters of a mile north 
of the Golden Forty. McMillan (1957), referring to it a s the 
Golden Forty North, recorda two diamond drill holes by the National 
Lead Co. of U.S.A., which were intended to test a combined geo
chemical and magnetic anomaly on this line, but 'Nhich encountered 
neither sulphides nor magnetite. 

About one mile south-east of Mount Rugged, the Tunnel 
Mine (recorded production 20 028.) consists of two adits and 
irregular stopes in sheared and brecciated sediments associatE!d with 
small quartz-hematite lenses. In the northern part of the area, 
the Kia Ora Mine has a recorded production of 520 ozs. from a zone 
of brecciated sediments re-cemented by QUR.rtz and hematite. No 
massive ironstones are associated with this zone. 

The area contains a large number of magnetic anomalies 
of the type normally associated with concealed quartz-magnetite 
bodies. These include the major anomaly at Peko itself. 

At East Peko, a group of four anomalies has been te sted 
by A.G.G.S.N.A. diamond drill hole No.5 and by several :101(;; s put 
down by Peko Mines N.L. (Daly, 1957). The full results are not 
available, but were apparently not suffiCiently encouraging to 
warrant further work on any of the bodies. 

At Golden Forty, four anomalies are arranged in a 
roughly ring-shaped pattern. Two of these have been drilled by 
Kia Ora Gold Corporation and Australian Development N.L. (Daly, 
1957), and a hole by the National Lead Co. of U.S.A. is reported 
to have intersected 41 feet of talc schist~ averaging 1.5 per cent 
copper (McMi.llan, 1957, quoting R. Ellett, personal communication). 

Two anomalies of lesser intensity are also known from 
the vicinity of the Great Eastern Mine, but have not been tested 
to date. The anomaly in the Golden Kangaroo area has already 
been referred to. 

Another very large ano:'":laly is situated about one mile 
west of PekOe This is interpreted by Daly (1957) as analogous 

~I 
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to a magnet:j.c body of about 480 feet radius, centred at a. depth of 
about 2,140 'feet. It has not been tested to date, but owing to 
the large indicated size of the ironstone body and its proximity 
to the rich Peko orebody, it is regarded as an attractive target 
by Peko Mines N.L., who hold the area under lease (November 19~8). 

Lone Star Area 

'l;his area extends from 41,000 to 43,000 north and from 
99,000 to 07,000 east. It consists of a group of well dissected 
ridges in its western p6rtion, tailing away to more isolated 
outcrops to the east. 

The Warramunga sediments of this area show no features 
of special interest. Outcrops of hematite shale are known 
intermittently from the True Blue Mine at 995418 to the Great Bear 
Mine at 063410. Possibly more than one horizon may be presont. 
The beds are fairly tightly folded with vertical dips a.t a number 
of localities. Pitches are variable, dominantly to the east at 
low angles. 

Shearing is very pronounced, with a predominance of 
east-south-easterly trends, apparently associated with the proximity 
of the Quartz Hill - Rocky Range shear zone, which forms the 
north-east limit of the area. 

No outcrops of porphyry have been noted in this area, but 
there are three or four small occurrences of basic igneous rocks 
(? lamprophy;res), indicated by patches of travertine at the surfac e . 

The ironstones of this area include massive lenses up to 
300 by 50 feet, as at the Arizona Mine, and some strongly 
jasperoid types, as at the Trump Mine. At the True Blue Mine, 
a peculiar type of spotted lode consists of blebs of hematit e , 
averaging half an inch in diameter, enclosed in quartz. At the 
Lone Star Mine, the ironstones are t :!:lemselve s c:xtensi vely s h earod, 
and at the Plain Jane Mine a north-south fault has displaced portion 
of the lode by about sixty feet horizontally. 

The dominant trend of the quartz-hematites throuShout 
the area is still easterly, but two distinct miI1..or sets, rE::spec
tively striking 060 degrees and 120 degrees are apparent in a 
number of localities. 

Quartz veins are present throughout the area, but in 
the eastern portion they reach a maximum development in channels 
forming part of the Quartz Hill - Rocl~y Range sh"ar zone Several 
lines of quartz reefs and quartz breccias with remnants of s ediments 
in various stages of replacement by silica attain widths of 20 to 
30 feet and can be traced with minor interruptions for distances of 
at least one mile. They generally trend between 110 and 130 
degrees and are often offset by minor north-eas~. striking faults. 

AmoLe the mines of this area, the Lone Star with a 
recorded production of 3,850 ozs. is the most important. The 
Trwnp and Maple Leaf are currently being worked on a very limited 
scale, but there are no records of production. Others which have 
produced some gold in the past are the Arizona (22 ozs.), Plain 
Jane (675 OZ8.) and Great Bear (180 ozs.). In most of these 
mines, gold values have been obtained both in massive ironstones 
and in brecciated iron-impregnated sediments on their flanks. 
Traces of secondary copper minerals are apparent in the ore 
currently being won from the Lone Star Mine. 

A maBhetic anomaly of about 300 gamma has been located 
about 300 y~rds north-west of this mine, but has not been tested to 
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date. As the 'Z,uartz-hematite in the mine is reported to be cut 
off at depth by a thrust fault dipping gently to the north 
(Ivanac, 1954, p. 105), this anomaly may conceivably be related 
to the displaced lower portion of the ore body. 

Caroline Area 

This area is situated betwee.r.i. 40,000 and 44·,000 north 
and between 85,000 and 92,500 east. The eastern portion forms an 
extension of the Honeymoon Ranges and shows vc;ry closely spaced 
exposures, which gradually decrease in f~equency to the west. 

The sediments arG typical r epresent atives of the 
Warramunga Group, except for a pebble bed between 870420 a nd 
880420, as previously described. No occurrences of hematite sha le 
are known from the area. 

There are at least 15 fold axes, spaced at an average 
distance of t en to fifte~n chains. Pitches are predominantly to 
the west in the eastern part of the a r ea , but the fold axes ~re 
roughly horizontal in the western part. The beds are strongly 
sheared at many locallties, especially in 'a zone extending from 
870414 to 900424. This zone, with an average trend of 070 degrees, 
is marked by a concentration of quartz reefs, breccias, lenses of 
sheared porphyry, jasper bars and minor quartz-hematite bodies. 
Another major line of weakne ss is marked by a zone of lamprophyrfJ 
intrusions up to 150 feet wide, which extends from 910420 to 90842 8 , 
with an average trend of 340 degrees. 

There are several small porphyry outcrops in the southern 
and western parts of the area, most of them associated with zones 
of intense shearing, as described above. These comparatively 
small occurrences tend to be associa ted with relatively large 
jasper bars, and there are also a few occurrences of jasper and 
silicified sediments in areas where no porphyry is exposed at the 
surface, as between 890400 and 900400. It is probable, therefore, 
that the northern extension of the Aerodrome porphyry underlj.cs 
much of the southern part of the area at relatively shallow depth. 

Lamprophyres are well repr e sente~ in this area. In 
addition to the occurrences associated with the major shear zone 
already described, there are outcrops in the vicinity of the 
Caroline Mine and to the east of the Shamrock Mine. Several of 
those at the Caroline Mine are flat-lying sheets, and at least 
one of them intersects the main ironstone body at that mine. 

Ironstones aresporadically distributed throughout the 
area, but reach a maximum development in the vicinity of the 
Caroline Mine, where several of them attain dimensions of 15 by 
100 feet. Between 895416 and 903416, several ironstone lenses 
outcrop prominently on steep-sided ridges, but terminate at 
shallow depths, generally above the level of the surrounding 
plains. East - west trends again predominate. The presence of 
jasper bars and breccias has already be en referred to. They 
commonly grade into less strongly silicified sediments, and are 
generally distinct from the Quartz-hematite lodes. Quartz 
veins, except for a few occurrences associated with major shear 
zones, are not very prominent. 

Arnone the mines of the area, there are only three with 
any recorded production.. The Shamrock has produced 20 ozs. of 
gold and 6 tons of copper from a zone of sheared and brecciated 
sediments, now converted in part to chlorite- and sericite-schists. 
The Caroline baeproduced 280 ozs. from massive quartz-hematite 
lodes and associaten sheared sediments, and the Great Northern 450 
ozs. from an iron-impregnated shear zone in Warramunga sediments. 
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The only parts of this area covered by ground 
magnetometer surveys are the immediate environs of the Shamrock 
and Great Northern Mines. The area around the Shamrock gave no 
indication of the presence of any magnetite bodies at all, and that 
around the Great Northern indicated a nlli~ber of small bodies a~ 
relatively shallow depths only (Daly, 1957). 

Gibbet - Aetcdrome Area 

This area lies between 36,000 and 39,000 north and 
between 87,000 and 92,000 east. A central line of hills extends 
roughly easi; - west, flanked to the north and south by lower-lying 
ground with less continuous 8xposures. 

This central portion of the area is largely occupied by 
normal sediments of the Warramunga Group. Hematite shale occurs 
at 888372 and at 901379. Specimens from those localities, in 
addition to ,the finely divided iron oxides typical of this rock, 
contain dis~eminated octahedral~ystals, probably of martite 
(hematite p$eudomorphs after magnetite), up to one hundredth inch 
diameter. Two or possibly three beds containing spheroidal bodics 
of the type thought tv be possibly of organiC' urigin occur at 
893370. The most prominent structural features of the area are a 
group of tight west-pitching folds in the vicinity of the Wheal 
Doria Mine ~nd an open dome-like structure centred about half a 
mile south-east of the Gibbet Mine. In the vicinity of the W}u;al 
Doria Mine, la strong set of shears trend s 070 degree s, and the 
alignment of ironstone lenses at the Gibbet Mine suggests an 
extension of these structures into that viCinity. 

Almost the entire northern portion of this area is 
occupied bya group of porphyry bodies, the largest of which has an 
extent of approximately one mile by half a mile, elongated east
west. This body is of interest in having a very massive and 
relatively fresh central portion, surrounded by a more strong:Ly 
sheared and weathered zone from a hundred to several hundred yards 
wide. It i 's intersected by a number of maj or north-east trending 
quartz reefs., and is surrounded to the south and south-west by 
an unusuallY strong zone of silicificO,tion, including a number of 
prominent jaJsper bars. An isolated small occurrence of porphyry 
has also been noted at 900363, in the southern part of the area. 

A small body of lamprophyre, probably. in the form of a 
flat-lying sheet, underlies the quartz-hematite at the Gibbet 
Mine, and a few specimens have also been found in spoil from a 
shallow shaft three quarters of a mile east-south-east of this 
mine. 

The main occurrences of ironstone in this area are on 
the 'Nheal Doria - Big Ben line, and in the immediate vicinity of 
the Gibbet Mine. They range up to forty feet in width and are 
largely associated with shears trending 070 degrees. The 
occurrences at the Gibbet Mine are cut off at about five feet 
below the surface, and adits driven underneath them have encountered 
either crush breccia or lamprophyre. They are therefore thought 
to have been displaced by flat-lying faults, now marked by these 
breccia zones, along which the lamprophyres were subsequently 
intruded. Quartz vci~s, except for those associat8d with the 
major porphyry occurrences, are not very strongly developed in 
this area. ' At 895366, some of them contain aggregates of small 
needles of dark green tourmaline. 

The main mines of the area are the Wheal Doria (recorded 
production 2,900 ozs.), Peter Pan (70 ozs.), Big Ben (7 ozs.), 
~nd Gibbet (no record). Of these, the first three have mostly 
worked sheared and brecciated sediments impregnated with varying 
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amounts of iron oXides, and locally with minor amounts of copper, 
bismuth and manganese mine:~als. These shear zones strike about 
070 degrees and dip north at a bout 60 degrees. Massive ironstone 
bodies also outcrop on all thr;;se leases, but have apparently 
yielded only vGry minor amounts of gold. The Gibbet workings are 
in massive ironstones and in crush breccias intersecting them. 

A relatively large part of t~J.is area has been. covered by 
detailed magnetometer surveys. Four anomalies are recorded from 
the Wheal Doria - Bi" Ben line, and a test of the strongest of 
these by two diamond drill holes (A.G.G.S.N.A. holes No.4 and 
4 A), encountered disseminated hematite, magnetite, calcite, pyrit e: 
and chalcopyrite in chloritic slate between 157 and 170 feet tn 
hole No. 4 and between 159 and 183 feet in hole No. 4 A. How,2ver, 
only low gold and copper values were obtained. 

In the southern part of the area, two very prominent 
anomalies are apparent on the aerial magnetic map. The more 
westerly of these (locally referred to as the West Giboet) has been 
further investigated by ground. magnetometer surveys by Peko I'llines 
N.L., but no drilling has been attempted to date. 

Eldorado Area 

This area extends from 30,000 to 33,000 north and from 
91,000 to 99,000 east. It includes a group of rather abrupt 
ridgcG cF.toIldir~c fr(Ii" .. th'9 Enterprise to the Cat I s Whiskers ]\[iine, 
and a number of gentler hillocks to the east and north-east. 

The Warramunga sediments of this area show no unusual 
characteristics. The hematite shale is well developed and can 
be traced almost continuously from 910320 to 940310, with minor 
occurrences about two miles north-east of the latter poin.t. Two 
"fossil" beds are also present, occurring stratigraphically .just 
below the hematite shale. 

Structurally, t"'.e main features are an open anticline 
just south of the Enterprise - Cat's Whiskers line of lodes, and a 
syncline just north of this line. Pitches are to the east in the 
western part of the area and to the west in the eastern part, 
generally at angles of less than 15 degrees. Shearing is not 
very prominently developed, except for a few localities near the 
Enterpri se and Cat' s Whi skers ~,~ine s, where the dominant set s 
trend 100 to 120 degrees, and a few quartz breccias in the easterr. 
part of the area, generally striking 340 to 360 degrees. 

No igneous rocks have been encountered in this area, 
except for a few very small lenses of sheared porphyry 2.bout a 
quarter of a mile south-east of the Cat's Whiskers Mine. 

Ironstones are very well developed, but are confined 
entirely to the western part of the area 9 where they occupy a 
belt extending from 910320 to 940312. This belt, with an average 
width of some 500 feet trends roughly east between the Enterprise 
and Eldorado rlines and 120 degrees between the Eldorado and Cat's 
Whiskers Mines. The individual ironstones within this belt 
range from massive lenses of 200 by 60 feet, as at the main shaft 
of the Eldorado Mine, to bedded formations only a f:a ction of an 
inch, wide. They almost invariably strike close to 090 degrees, 
except for one completely irregular body.::;, bout ten chains south
east of the Eldorado l\line. There is a very close coincidence 
between this belt of ironstones and the outcrop of the hematite 
shale, but the significance of this, as pointed out in an earlier 
section, is not fully understood yet. The belt also appears to 
coincide with the zone of steepest northerly dips in the area. 
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Quartz veins are more abundant in the eastern portion of 
the area, where two main sr;ts strike ogo degrees and 340 to 360 
degrees respectively. 

The mines of the area ,::\.re confined to the belt of 
ironstones extending from the Enterprise to the Ca.t's Whisker s 
Mine. From west to ea$t, the main ones are the Enterprise 
(recorded production 6,600 ozs.), Patt i Gs (1,530 ozs.), Eldorado 
(105,000 OZ$.), The Mount (no r ec ;""') rded production), and Cat's 
Whiskers (100 ozs.). At the Enterprise :J.nd Patties Mines, most of 
the ore came from a zone of brecciated iron-impregnated sediments 
in the foot~wall (south side) of the massive ironstone lenses. 
At the Eldorado Mine, the bulk of the ore consisted of brecciat ed 
zones in the ironstone itself. At all three mines, there were 
indications that much of the gold was secondary. At The Mount, 
workings are largely in iron-impregnated sediments, and at the 
Cat's Whiskers in massive quartz-hematite and adjoining crush zones. 

Five major magnetic anomalies are known from the area to 
the north and east of the Eldorado Mine. Anomaly No.1, to the 
north of the mine, was tested by A.G.G.S.N.A. diamond drill hole 
No.1, which intersec~ced massive ironstone from 223 feet to the 
bottom of the hole at 235 feet, but encountered only low gold and 
copper values. Ironstone has also been encountered in this 
vicinity by Eldorado diamond drill holes S.3, 300-4 and 300-5. 
Anomaly No. 2 mB,y be due to the lower portion of the Eldorado ore
body, and ironstone has been cut close to its calculated position 
by Eldorado diamond drill holes S.1. and S.2. Anomaly No.3 has 
been tested by A. G. G. S.N.'A. hole no. 2, which encountered sheared 
sediments with disseminated magne'tite, chaleopyrite and pyrite 
between 413 feet and the bottom of the hole at 452 feet, including 
a body of massive magnetite between 435 and 44·1 feet. Copper 
values over this 39-foot section averaged 0.42 per cent, with a 
maxi '~.VJIl of 0.88 per cent for the bottom seven feet. 

In the area occupied by No.4 anomaly (Cat's Whiskers), 
evidence of two diamond drill holes was seen on the surface, but no 
record of these is available. At the conclusion of the 1958 
season, another hole had been begun in this area by Eldorado 
Tennant Creek Co. Ltd. but no results are available as yet. No. 5 
anomaly has never been tested. 

There is also an anomaly about three miles east-south
east of the Eldorado Mine, locally known as the "Bulldust Anomaly", 
which was tGsted by the National Led Co. of U.S.A. by means of 
two diamond tdrill holes. According to rlIcMillan (1957), neither 
of these ho~es encountered ironstone or sulphide conc entrations 
of any importance. 

Mount Samuel Area 

This extends from 31,500 to 34,000 north and from 
86,500 to 90,500 east. The best exposures within this area 
are restricted to a group of ridges extending in an east-south
easterly direction from Mount Samuel to the Hammerjack Mine. 

The Warramunga sediments in this area show very similar 
features to those of the Eldorado area. The hematite shale can 
be traced intermittently for about a mile and a half, and at least 
two "fossil" horizons are again present, occuring stratigraphically 
just below the hematite shale. Structurally, the main features 
are two open east-trending anticlinoria en echelon, one situated 
to the south of the Red Ned - Hammerjack line of lode, and the 
other immediately west of Mount Samuel. A major syncline lies 
on the north flank of each of these ·anticlinoria. Dips 
throughout the area are gentle, generally less than 45 degrees, 
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except in the i~ilediate vicinity of the Red Ned - Hammerjack line 
of lode, where steep northerly dips of up to 70 degrees occur. 
Pitches are to the east at angles of 10 to 20 degrees over most 
of the area, with a local reversal to 20 degrees ·west half a mile 
south-east of Mount Samuel. One unexpected feature is that the 
hematite shale has only been found on the north flanks of the 
anticlinoria, although the "fossil" beds occur on both flanks. 

Shearing is not very o·:Jvious over most of the area, but 
indi vidual ,ironstone bodies are commonly surrounded by zones of 
brecciation up to ten feet wide. There are also a number of 
topographic features, such as the align.-rnent of minor scarps and 
gullie s, sugge sti ve of meridi onal faulting in thi s area. Clec.vc:.tge 
is comrnonly well developed in the finer-grained sediments. It 
is roughly vertical and strikes 080 to 090 degrees. 

No igneous rocks we:'e seen in this area during the 
current survey, but Owen (1942) records that porphyry was 
encountered at a depth of 60 feet in a bore at the sou~h-west foot 
of Mount Samuel. 

The ironst"nes of the area are confined almost en.tirely 
to a belt about 500 feet wide, which trends ·120 degrees at the 
Southern Cross workings, swings to 135 degrees at Mount Samuel and 
continue s at 100 degrees between the Outlaw and Hammel' ja,ck I'ITine s. 
The greater part of this belt coincides closely with the outcrop of 
the hematite shale, and its eastern portion also coincides with the 
zone of steepest northerly dips in the area, comparable with the 
relations observed in the Eldorado area. Several of the individual 
lenses attain horizontal dimensions of the order of 200 by 500 fe et, 
but as these bodies are largely flat-lying sheets, the actual 
volumes of these l.enses are no greater than those of other areas. 
They are generally very dense and compe,ct, dnd many of them are 
still strongly magnetic, even in ~xposed portions at the surface. 

Quartz reefs do not attElin any significance in this area. 

The main mines of the area, from west to east, are the 
Southern Crolss (recorded production 300 ozs.), Mount Samuel 
(4,000 ozs.), Outlaw and Red Ned (no r8corded production), and 
Hammerjack (5,500 ozs.). At all these mines, '<'Jorkings are partly 
in massive ironstone and partly in sheared and brecci5.ted sedil1lC?nts 
close to the ironstones, but much of the richest ore appears to have 
been a porous granular or botryoidal limonitic mater::.al ;'\·1 th 
ramifying solution pipes up to two inches in diameter. It is not 
possible to decide from the available evidence whether this 
material is the product of leaching of massive sulphides in situ) or 
is due to the re-precipitation of iron oxides transportej by 
supergene soautions. However, comparison with other areas on the 
field would favour the latter origin. 

37 
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Solution pipes andootryoidal texture in limonite. 
Hammerjack Mine. 

At the Hammerjack Mine, the main ironstone bodies dip 
nor th at an average angle of about 30 degrees, roughly parallel to 
the dip of the adjoining sediments, and are cut off to the north 
by a breccia zone , probably representing a major fault . No 
extension of these bodies to the north of this breccia zone is 
known to date . 

At IIIount Samuel, a group :.f ironstone bodies occupies 
areas of up to 500 feet by 200 feet, but all of them bottom at 
depths of 70 to 90 feet . The underlying sediments, which are 
approximately horizontal, show slight brecci~tion, so that the 
base of the ironstonc bodies may be controlled either by a change 
in lithology or by a shear zone parallel to the bedding . Brecciated 
sediments also flank these ironstones on the north side, which 
may thus be another faulted contact . 

At the Red Ned and Outlaw NIines, the ironstone bodies 
dip north more steeply, again roughly in conformity with the 
surrounding sediments . At the Southern Cross Mine, the dips of 
the sediments are predominantly to the south at low angles, but 
the ironstones are flat-lying bodies similar to those of Mount 
Samuel. 

Throughout this area and the adjoining Eldorado area, 
there appears to be a tendenc, ' for maj or mines (Mount Sar:lu.el, 
Enterprise , Eldorado and possibly Hammerjack) to be situated at 
points where the general ironstone- rich belt undergoes a change 
in direction. These changes in direction are probably reflections 
of pitch changes, which may be the underlying controlling factors . 

Traces of chalcopyrite and secondary copper minerals have 
)een encountered in several ironstones of this group, but none 
of these are of economic significance . 

Three magnetic anomalies are known from this area . One 
is situated vertically below the outcrop of the Red Ned ironstone 
and another in a position down dip from the outcrop of the Outl~w 
ironstone . Both of these are l1ndoubtedly due to the extensions of 
the outcropping bodies below water level . The third anomaly is 
s ituated about one thousand feet north of the Outlaw workings and 
lccording to Daly (1957) is due to a much more deepl y buried body 
t han either of the others . None of these anomalies have been 
tested as yet . 
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Noble's Nob area 

This area lies between 28,500 and 31,500 north and 
bp-tween 01,000 and 06,000 east. It includes a group of flat
topped ridges with good outcrops in its central portion, decreasing 
in height towards the margins. 

Most of this area is occupi~d by Warramunga sediments of 
normal lithology. Minor occurn;nces of hematite shale were seen 
at 046290, and just to the south of- the Noble's Nob Mine. Two 
or possibly three "fossil" horizons have been tracGd intermittently 
for about a mile to the west of this mine, where they are 
repeatedly offset by minor faults. 

Dips in the Warranrunga sediments are generally to the 
south at angles of 60 to 80 degrees, except near the northern 
margin of thG area, iNhere a f(:w minor fold s occur. A maj or 
an~iclinal axis passes just north of the most northerly outcrops of 
the area. Pitches are generally to the west at gent.Le or modorate 
angles. 

In the scuthern portion of the area, an occurrence of 
Rising Sun Conglomerate outcrops intermittently over an area of 
about two miles by half a mile. These beds generally dip to the 
south, and the occurrence is bounded on the s01J.th side by a group 
of maj or faults. 

The dominant faults and shears in the area, including 
those affecting the Rising Sun Conglomerate, trend 070 degrees, 
locally swinging to 050 degree s, and are comnlOnly marked by zone s 
of silicification or iron-impregnation. A minor set strik0:s 330 
degrees. 

No igneous rocks are knovvn from the area. 

Quartz-hematite lodes are best developed in the 
immediate vicinity of the Rising Sun and Noble's Nob Mines, and 
show the usual east - west elongation. Quartz veins are fairly 
widely distributed and most commonly trend 100 to 120 degrees. 

The two principal mines in the area are Noble's Nob, 
with a recorded production of 383,000 o:::;s. of gold, and Rising 
Sun (8,000 ,ozs.). At Noble's Nob, Ivar;n.., (1954) records two 
outc~opping Quartz-hematite lodes, respectively 300 by 80 feet 
and eo by 30 feet in size, and a third body, 90 feet wide, has 
been intersected by diamond drill holes. The massive quartz-· 
hematite is reported to contain average values of up to one 
ounce of gold per ton, while parts of the a.djoining sheared aYld 
brecciated sediments CnTry erra.tic values of up to 300 ozs. per 
ton. Traces of pyrite and chalcopyrite have also been 
encountered in diamond drill holes. 

At the Rising Sun, a zone of brecciated sediments with 
minor lenses of hematite has been mined over a length of 125 
feet and to a maximum width of 50 feet~ mostly by means of a 
large open cut. Other prospects in the area include the 
Archangel, Bee's Knees and 'Neaber's Pind, all of which are 
situated on small ironstone lenses. On the A.G.G,S.N.A. 1937 
plan, the Bee's Knees area is referred to as the Two Blues, for 
which Ivanac (1954) records a production of 550 ozs., although 
he does not show it by this name on his own plan • 

.A rather feeble magnetic anomaly occurs roughly in the 
position of the ironstone intersected in the B.M.R. diamond 
drill hole at Noble~s Nob, and Daly (1957) also interprets the 
magnetic contours to the east of this mine as indicating the 
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presence of a very large feature at a depth of 1, 500 feet or more . 
This is more likely to be due to rock magnetism or disseminated 
magnetite than to a defined ironstone body and no attempt has 
been made to test it to date . 

Red Terror - Joker Area 

This area extends from 27,000 to 32,000 north and from 
06,000 to 13 , 000 cast . Several ~roups of the typical flat - topped , 
steep-sided ridges are developed in the Warramunga sediments, 
reaching their best development in the immediate vicinity of the 
Red Terror Mine . In addition , an east- trending group of more 
rounded ridges is developed in the Rising Sun Conglomerate in the 
southern part of the area . The greater part of Warramunga 
sedimGnts arc the usual greywackes , siltstones and shales . An 
occurrence of hematite shale has been traced for about three 
quarters of a mile between 076290 and 089290 , and several isolated 
occurrences of "fossils" have been found between this point and the 
Red Terror Mine . Immediately west of this mine , an v~tcrop of 
pebble beds, about 15 feet thick , offset by a number of faults, has 
been traced for nearly a mile . It is very similar to the 
occurrence already described from the area north-east of Kount 
Rugged . 

Minor slump structures are Wide- spread , and a few 
specimens from various localities contain nodules and structures 
resembling worm-tubes . Pyrite casts up to an eighth of an inch 
in diameter occur in shales about a quarter of a mile north-west vI 
the Red Terror Mine . 

10 
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Minor slump structures at base of coarse- grained 
greywacke in Warramunga Group. Near Red Terror Mine . 

The main structural feature of the area ~s a major 
easterly trending anticline at 31,300 north approximately. This 
pi tches to the WGst at average angles of 10 to 20 degrees . 
Faulting and shearing are wide - spread . Two very prominent sets 
of faults strike 330 degrees and 030 degrees respectively, and 
there is also a set of mineralised shears , including those worked 
at the Red Terror and Joker Mines, which strikes 070 degrees . 
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rhe Rising Sun Conglomerate ~h this area occupies an 
east-west b~l t with an average width of a quarter to 1 , ,If a mile, 
continuous with that in the southern portion of the Noble's Nob 
area. Its lithology and main structural features have already becn 
referred to in a previous section. 

To the south and south-west of thJ Red Terror Mine, a 
porphyry intrusion occupies an area of approximately three Biles by 
half a mile, elongated east-west. As in all other occurrences on 
the field, most of the outcrops D~e deeply weathered. On the 
northern flank of this porphyry mass, a few occurrences of graded 
greywacke show a superficial resemblance t o the porphyry in hand
specimen, and some of the quartz gra ins in them show lobate out
lines, reminiscent of those of the porphyry itself. This has 
given rise to the impression among other investigat ors that these 
rocks have undergone "porphyritisation" (e.g. J. Elliston, personal 
communication). Under the microscope, however, they are invariably 
found to contain fragments of pre-existing fi.ne-grained sediments, 
which distinguish them from the porphyry itself. 

At its south-easter~ margin, the porphyry is surrounded 
by a strong zone of silicifica.tion, including a number of prominent 
jasper bars, and is intersected by several quartz reefs with 
north",:,"north-westerly trends. To the south and south-west, the 
porphyry is overlain by the Hising Sun Cor<?:lomerate with c (mtact 
relations which have been fully described in a previous section. 

A second occurrence of porphyry occupies an area of ab out 
ten by ten chains, about one mile west-north-west of the Red Terror 
Mine. This shows highly irregular boundaries and encloses llwnerous 
xenoliths of Viarramunga sediments. 

At 115285, a group of lamprophyric igneous rocks outcrops 
in close proximity to the Red Terror porphyry, but scparated from 
it by a major shear zone. 

Ironstones are not very well r epresented in this area" 
':';i thin the area half a mile north and north-we st of the Red Terror 
Mine, a few have been tested by shallow workings, but no producti on 
is recorded: from any of these~ Quartz veins, on the other hand, 
arc strongly developed, with a general predominance of north-south 
trends. 

The only t.wo mines of this area with any recorded 
production are the Joker (715 ozs.) and the Red Terror (1,300 OZ8.) 
Both of these have workGd steeply dipping iron-impregnated shear 
zones trending 070 degreE-)s. The J oker Mine has recently been 
re-opened and is now working on a small scale. 

The areas surrounding the Red Terror and Joker Mines 
have bec,n covered by ground I:lagnetometer surveys, but no maj or 
magnetic anomalies have been locatcd. 
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Addendum. (March 1959). 

:The following developIJonts on the Tennant Creek field 
have taken :place since the completion of field work in October 
1958: 

A crushing of 500 tons from the Lone Star Mine has 
yielded 700 ozs. of gold (Chern. Eng. & Min. Rev., Feb. 1959). 

New Merloo Gold Mines N.L. has tested and abandoned the 
Enterprise :Mine and is currently testing the Skipper Extended, 
Outlaw, Red Ned, P2.tties, Memsahib and Kathleen MinGS. A crushing 
of 141 ton~ of development ore from the Kathleen Mine has yielded 
100 ozs. of gold (Indust. & Min. Standard, 5/3/1959). 

Australian ~evelopment N.L. has tested and abandoned the 
Archangel Mine. It is currently testing Vieaber' s Find and is 
preparing ~o test the New Moon Mine. (Indust. & Min. Standard, 
5/371959). · . 
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